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Preface The winning poems anthologised in this volume represent to a certain 
extent the consciousness of today’s youth.  They tell numerous stories 
of struggle, of battles between humans and nature, and of fights within 
many innocent and passionate souls. 

In previous years we received entries that explored environmental topics, 
but which were sometimes too broad and/or lacked concreteness. 
This year, our poets focused heavily upon the pandemic, a crisis with 
which they have direct experience. Their work encompasses a variety 
of perspectives. Hope Amidst the Hopeless, for example, profoundly 
illustrates the psychological impact of the virus. Of the most vulnerable 
group, the poet writes: ‘Counting the only mask that remains/ An old 
man pondering whether to go out/ His medication box nearly empty, he 
complains/ How long can he hold out?’. In a departure from this realism, 
The Ambition of COVID-19 throws ironic bombs at the reader: ‘Cheers 
gluttons! The hunger for wildlife!/ Helping us to mutate into a stronger 
life./ Patient zero is a mystery,/ No one knows our history’. These lines 
contain rare combinations of composure and rage, astute observations 
and hyperbolic feelings, compelling us to reflect upon our relationship 
with nature. 

Compared with the struggle against the pandemic, perhaps the battles 
within the poets’ young souls are more complex and lasting. In their 
writing, we witness some powerful reflections on friendship, loneliness, 
and self-perception -- all of which are important topics to think through 
during adolescence. Words from a Victim of Bullying describes the 
subject’s feeble attempts at finding their place in the world: ‘I was lonely/ 
they bloomed in clusters and I bloomed alone/ oh, oh, they squeal, don’t 
come near/ we can’t share the soil nutrients here/ I turn my petals to the 
sun, hoping to feel some sort of sensation, but/ nothing’. The poem uses 
juvenile language (‘oh, oh’) and sophisticated metaphors (petals and sun) 
to convey the depth of their isolation. Even so, the poem does plant a 
seed of hope. Though they are alone, the subject still blooms, eventually 
transforming into a more mature and sensible person. Such introspection 
may not be accessible to people who grow up within the crowd.

There are many other fantastic observations about the growth of a 
young soul which I cannot exhaust here. The Mirror, a classic literary 
motif, describes living opposite to popular expectation. Looking into a 
mirror does not reify identity, but challenges it: ‘For only you shall tell the 
truth,/ And display the bottomless pit of guilt and insatiation/ Within me, 
within anyone, who seeks/ Their value in the sight of you’. In Requiem 
for a Buried Friend, the funeral is not depicted negatively, considering 
that negation is inevitable in the process of maturation: ‘I buried a friend 
today, but when I had to/ carve her name on the gravestone,/ I realized I’d/ 
forgotten it’.

Not all the entries this year are marked by such heaviness. We also wish 
to uplift some excellent works that are overflowing with hope. Hopes for 
Nature, for example, narrates an epic story about seasonal change. As 
winter leaves the stage, a new cycle begins: ‘Winter has passed in his 
sombre majesty, /Having brought us skies of beauty./ As strands of thin 
light come from the sky,/ A blackbird cries as he soars by./ In this time of 
newness, Spring fills our lungs,/ We hear her urging us to run’. Last but 
not least, I shall close this preface with praise for The Mariner, an ode to 
a hero who perseveres in the face of unforeseeable challenges: ‘I have 
seen a mariner spring from the rim/ of the starless black, bowl of the sea 
-/ His ship was assailed by foul wraiths of despair/ but from him I never 
did flee’. The name of the mariner? In the opening, the poem states 
clearly: ‘His name was Humankind’.

Dr Fung Kai Yeung, Paul (馮啟陽博士 )
Head of Department of English
The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong
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About the  
Hong Kong 
Budding 
Poets (English) 
Award

The Award
The Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award is a territory-wide 
competition open to local primary, secondary, international and ESF 
schools. It was co-organised by The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted 
Education and the Gifted Education Section of the Education Bureau. 
The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong was commissioned to host the 
competition, adjudication and related training workshops for the fourth 
year in a row. The competition aims to provide a platform for more able 
students of English to extend their imagination and passion for writing 
and engage them in further training in poetry writing. It also serves as a 
channel for teachers to recognise and identify students gifted in English 
learning.

Self-learning Materials
To better equip participants with some key skills that would assist them 
in their writing, several workshops were to be hosted by the academic 
staff of The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong. Nonetheless, the 
workshops were cancelled due to the coronavirus outbreak; self-learning 
materials with instructions were uploaded for students’ self-study. 
Primary students could explore the musicality of poetry to gain a greater 
appreciation of how tone and rhythm influence meaning by focusing on 
song lyrics. Secondary students were offered notes related to poetry and 
imagination, which focused on stimulating their creativity and developing 
their analytical thinking through a wide range of poems.

Adjudication
Entries were assessed on originality, use of language, artistic qualities, 
expression of the theme and construction. After two rounds of preliminary 
and final adjudication by frontline English language teachers, poets, 
writers and/or academics in the field of poetry and creative writing, at 
most 20 entries from the Primary, Secondary and Open Sections were 
recommended for awards.

Poem Recital Videos
The joint award ceremony and educational event were also cancelled 
this year due to the pandemic. In its place, Gold Awardees of each 
section were invited to record recital videos which were later edited by 
professionals. After the post-production phase, the videos were uploaded 
to the websites of the Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education and 
the Department of English of The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong to 
showcase the spectacular success of the brilliant budding poets.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Future

The Ambition 
of COVID-19

Chung Ho Lai Lukas 
Baptist (Sha Tin Wai) Lui Ming 

Choi Primary School

In the future,

There will be no more creatures.

We will rule the land

Where humans cannot stand.

We sprint like lightning

From the East to the West.

We streak like cheetahs

Around the globe without rest.

We are secret agents,

Sneaking out, incubating in,

Driving you crazy

In a sneeze.

Hello world! Our amusement park!

Coughing, wheezing – on which our journeys embark.

Infectious lungs with slimy phlegm,

From which even pet dogs are not exempt.

Cheers gluttons! The hunger for wildlife!

Helping us to mutate into a stronger life.

Patient zero is a mystery,

No one knows our history.

Well done, folks! Clubbing, gathering.

No surgical masks nor hand washing.

Even if I take a rest,

You are still vulnerable to our attacks.

Our victory song is rising in the night -

Telling the world our might.

Your game is ending.

Never see the last of us.

Thy destiny

Brings us to eternity!
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Adjudicators'
Comments

An interesting poem narrating from the point of view of the coronavirus 

(I can tell how much it troubles the poet). Yet, behind this apparent 

innocent, and even slightly cheerful tone, the poem conveys a dark and 

apocalyptic message. This is really a wake-up call for all mankind.

This is a great poem, which engages with a very contemporary theme of 

viruses and our inability to deal with them. It’s refreshing - and fantastic 

- that you are using your poetry to engage with events of social and

political importance today. Poetry should not just be about emotions but

about real world things, and your poem shows how that can work. Writing

it from the point of view of the virus was an interesting decision too as it

leads to an interesting and experimental perspective. You really achieve a

sense of humans as small in relation to these environmental trends, which

is great to see. Some of the form could be improved, because some

stanzas are different lengths to others with no clear sense of why and

the poem could at times flow more smoothly. Overall, this is a wonderful

poem and you show real talent here.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Nature

Hopes for 
Nature

Lau King Yu Sophia 
Diocesan Girls' Junior School

Nature faces the dreadful times
Of disasters, death, and pain.
Her heart shattered like broken glass,
Yet hopes and dreams seem in vain.

The atrocious Winter beast arrives,
With his formidable power, he strives,
To intensely freeze the kingdom in ice.
Carves hulking sculptures of his ancestors,
With glistening pieces of large glaciers,
Like diamonds dazzling on the Snow Witch’s attire.

After the series of heinous destruction,
The pieces of ice begin to soften.
And as you see carcasses and bones,
Spring shall be time to sit on the throne.

Winter has passed in his sombre majesty,
Having brought us skies of beauty.
As strands of thin light come from the sky,
A blackbird cries as he soars by.
In this time of newness, Spring fills our lungs,
We hear her urging us to run.

Slowly, the deep-slumbered forest awakens.
Hedgehogs and rabbits hop out from their burrows.
On the oak trees, you hear the birds singing,
“It’s Spring again, it shan’t be mistaken!”

Spring throbs and thumps to her own high rhythm
And composes a symphony for her entire kingdom.
The glorious, golden sunlight shimmers down on the land.
The Kingdom of Nature feasts blithely again.
Nature gains hope and begins to smile,
And stays elated all the while.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

An interesting transition from the bleak winter to the flourishing spring 

unfolds in this piece of work. The skilful use of descriptive vocabulary 

is impressive. The rhythm is appropriate and makes a pleasure to read. 

The work shows the authors good mastery of both linguistic expression 

and poetic forms. There is a range of metaphor and simile adopted in 

this work that shows the imaginative power of young students. They are 

a lovely addition to the writing. On the other hand, two small limitations 

could be identified. First, I find some uses of figures of speech too direct, 

such as “like diamonds dazzling”. Second, I was expecting to see a 

message beyond a good description of seasonal changes. I am not sure if 

the author has some other intention here, but I did not get it.

The poem offers some beautiful narration about climate change. Winter is 

an atrocious beast. Spring is the King who sits on the throne of carcasses. 

The poem uses the vocabulary of royalty, skilfully linking nature with a 

majestic kingdom. Descriptions are specific and down-to-earth. Even 

though the images are fantastical, the reader can see them vividly before 

their eyes. That the blackbird soars by when a thin light comes from the 

sky is a wonderful expression to mark the transition between winter and 

spring. The use of personification is extraordinary too, as we hear spring 

urging us to run.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Future

Sweet 
Nightmare

Chan Hei Tung 
Hayden  
Good Hope Primary School cum 

Kindergarten

In my dream, I sauntered into
A world of serenity and light
There was no peril,
Not a single haunting, petrifying night.

Diamonds gleaming on the cobalt mother
Birds and fish playing hide-and-seek
A pod of whales leaping out of the water
Vivid coral blooming shyly.

Green grass unfurled from the ground
And trees grew in embraces
Warm wind twirled gently around
Butterflies lacing through the air.

But as I walked out of the dream
The sky is grey, the air is wet
People argue, voices rising to a scream
And litter grows on the mossy floor.

The city is packed with buildings
And the streets are gasping for air
The ground cracking, the sky sighing
And the streetlights are turning deaf.

The seas are decorated with rubbish
And boats are pimples on their faces
Not a single creature, not even a fish
Can break through the chain of engines.

Far out the icy waters
Lonely whales are being cornered
After speared will they be slaughtered
Till one day, the greedy hunters will be hungry.

Technology has grown all these years
From an infant to a giant
And nature has shrunk in fear
From an ultramarine orb to scattered pieces.

If only humans would not overhunt
Wipe out forests or dump pollutants,
Then the blade of damage would be blunt
And wounds would take time to become scars.

Deep down evolution is human pleasure
Sugar-coated poison drawing billion hearts
An endless nightmare unfolding in nature
Stand up and strive for our foreseeable future.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

For a primary level poem, this is really special. You have a great skill for 

imagery and a talent for playing with language that is remarkable for your 

age. The poem has a clear sense of purpose - aiming to raise awareness 

of climate change and provoke thought on the subject. You use a very 

strong flow without forcing the lines to rhyme, which I think makes the 

poem much better. There are some really intricate uses of language, but 

you also speak in your own voice without over complicating things. The 

stanza about technology is a nice image and shows you are trying to build 

up images in the minds of your reader. You are a talented writer, and 

this is one of the better poems in the competition. Well done and keep 

working on your poetry in the future!

The feelings and emotions are well expressed and the environmental 

dangers, but I wonder if the overhunting of whales is maybe a bit too 

specific? Whales are great and we should save them, but maybe another 

species like sharks or tuna? Both are in critical need of our help because 

of overfishing so there is a bit more urgency there. Also, I know people 

don’t give much thought to mosses, but litter grows on the mossy floor 

doesn’t feel (at least to me) like it works. I would suggest moldy. This 

poem got me thinking about the current pandemic and how nature (after 

all viruses are part of nature) is not always the victim. We abuse nature at 

our peril.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Future

“Greetings 
from the 
Future!”

Chau Tsz Hung
The Church of Christ in China 

Tai O Primary School

Landing on this disgustingly polluted transit,
a worn-off earth dyed in dark-grey,
“General, is this place even liveable?” holding on to the colourless orbit,
they all fished for the full-gear, N95- & P2- approved masks, per se,
stepping out for an unknown coverage, a rescue team of four,

a Voyage...
ironically, not on the sea,
but on the lands cracked like bread crusts, a monotonic collage,
where each step would only pull off dust and dirt, all stuck onto me,
a doomed world

“Beep...Over” I just got trapped in the dust storm,
“Anyone??” I took out the air monitor and its API read 300,
of course way out of the norm,
then a sign became clearer, “EVACUATE”, haunted,
I had no hope but to keep marching,

And as I walked and walked,
it seems the ground just became an awfully sticky black hole,
that kept on sucking me back in, and dragging me, soaked;
what’re all these down there? with fermented smells bubbling up...some wasted patrol?
“Those are the endless and countless pieces of rubbish dumped by the last 
species here...”

It continued, “now we have nothing left, Gus,”
who are you, I instinctively interrupt’,
“Don’t stop me from telling the truth, bu,” there it continued, “See, what the 
humans have done to us,”
A 360-screen, so thin that it melted into the surroundings...so true;
There were wars, famines, deforestation...

Tearing the entire planet apart,
and there were those evil faces behind every cheque or deal signed;
“And look, you were one of them,” I was closing my eyes and about to depart,
Suddenly, someone pulled something out of the “me” in that screen, a past-life, a mind,
it was the retaliation of the dirt,

of my absentmindedness,
of my lack of understanding towards this very place that I once stayed,
“Over, over, Gus” a thundering ring in madness,
“Mum?” all was just a nightmare, but the warning was true, we had been doing a foul play,
And we must make things right this time...

“Are you alright, boy?”
“I’m, Mum, I just heard the greetings from the future;”
“Future, Son? Did you just get hit in the head by one of your toys!”
“No, mum, I mean it, and it’s bad; but we can do something to change it, for sure,

I turned off all the fans, and opened the windows nearby, “for sure...!”
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This poem tells us the story of a ‘nightmare’ from the future, in which 

the speaker has an unsettling experience surrounding the destiny of 

the world. I think it’s great that you’ve chosen to include dialogue – this 

brings the dream to life and helps to show an unusual perspective. The 

technical vocabulary you use is also an unusual choice, and this works 

very effectively to make the poem feel more like a realistic experience. 

The end of the poem, which unexpectedly takes us back to the present 

moment, strongly emphasises the importance of the message for the 

present time. I like the freedom you have taken with the length of 

lines, which combined with rhymes, creates movement and definition: 

though sometimes, the longest lines made me feel like a more restricted 

approach could actually improve those aspects of the poem. Overall, this 

is a really fun and creative poem – well done on your work.

I have a few comments about the wording: it should probably be “worn-

out planet in dark grey” rather than “worn-off earth”. Also dust and dirt 

are mass nouns so they should not be plural. I would suggest “awful 

sticky black hole” so that awful modifies the black hole, not the stickiness. 

I would also suggest “pulled something out of myself”, which will get 

the same idea across but flow better I think and add an extra layer of 

meaning with the disconnects between the actual self and the virtual self. 

Otherwise it’s a very creative way of using video games as a warning of 

possible futures (something I don’t think a lot of people think about). I 

really enjoyed it.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Nature

Our Nature

Ho Man Kwan 
Pui Ching Primary School

The Earth is a wonderful place

For animals and the human race.

Big oak trees, majestic and tall,

Share their shade generously with all.

But what awaits, only heartless saws,

Destroying forests, forever for all.

The Earth is a wonderful place

For animals and the human race.

Coal and fossil fuels. Two useful twins

Grant us light, technology wins.

But what people do, waste them every day,

Never being treasured, so they flow away.

Look to the north, what’s happening?

The Arctic icebergs are melting!

The Amazon forest is burning!

Koalas and animals are dying!

And now, the climate is changing!

We can’t just sit and do nothing!

The Earth is a wonderful place

For animals and the human race.

But we greedy humans never care

For things mother nature gladly shared

Let’s treasure our home before it’s too late

And make the Earth once more be great.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

I would substitute "Koalas and animals are dying" with something less 

specific. You have a general level of specificity that I think you should stick 

with. The last line also could be improved. Maybe something like “and 

make the Earth great again” or “great once more” could work better. 

A few nit-picky things: coal is a fossil fuel so maybe use oil instead to 

construct your image of useful twins and to link to the notion "flow away". 

I would also note that the deserts are growing so maybe in the "look to 

the north" stanza that might be added to link up with climate change. I 

would also substitute icebergs with glaciers (icebergs are always melting 

even in good times, it’s the glacial melting that is causing so much 

trouble).

This ecological poem offers some ingenious images of nature, such as 

the heartless saws and useful twins. These images are playful and yet 

powerful enough to address the damage done to nature. The second half 

of the poem is slightly weaker, as it involves ordinary claims to protect 

the Earth. In what way was the Earth great? What exactly can I do to 

treasure her? Humans are greedy - but how? Any examples? The poem 

has a regular and effective poetic form. It stands out as one of the best 

ecological verses in the primary section.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Future

Unlimitation, 
Opportunity 
and Hope

Mok Si Kei
Marymount Primary School

When Guilt flows and Pain howls,

Scars burn and Fear prowls.

While Hope withers and perishes,

Stars fade and None flourishes.

Remember my friends, 

That no future ends.

You are like a young and yearning bird,

And even if it may sound absurd,

You will soar one day and fly, 

As high as the boundless sky.

When the Sun rises that day, 

Behold a shining new way.

Paved ahead, fine, responsible, noble and clear,

Blinding baleful ghosts of uncertainty and fear.

May abundant Hope sprout, 

Confidence replaces Doubt.

Glory and Success above,

Disgrace and Failure below.

Thy future destiny and unknown fate, 

Is for thou to discover and create.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is an outstanding piece of work among primary school students. The 

skilful use of lexis is impressive. The metaphorical images are alluring. I 

could somewhat visualise the imagery that the persona presented in the 

first stanza, which motivated me to read on, and I was not disappointed 

by the time I had finished. The poem employs a conventional AABB 

rhyming scheme, which is suitable in this context. On another level, the 

work reads with power, with an encouraging message easily felt. The 

beautiful language does not obscure the thesis; there is a high level of 

clarity in the work. If there is anything that needs improving, I would say 

the change of style of the pronouns, with the modern English you and the 

archaic thou co-existing. I don’t see any compelling rationale for doing so.

The poem offers a little reflection on life, encouraging its reader to 

embrace hope and confidence. The metaphor used throughout is a 

bird flying in the sky. The best line is when the bird flies high: “fine, 

responsible, noble and clear, Blinding baleful ghosts of uncertainty and 

fear.” Ghost is aptly used to describe fear, as it comes back again and 

again, haunting the uncertain subject. The only problem is that the poem 

may try too hard to create a hierarchy between glory and disgrace, 

success and failure. Without learning from our failures there will be no 

success. How can the bird deal with its ghost more wisely?
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Silver Award

Theme:
Nature

Down to Earth

Liu Wing Yu 
Alicia Jade
St. Stephen's Girls' 

Primary School

Dear inhabitants from Planet Earth,

This is my last warning for what it’s worth.

All natural habitats

are starting to fade.

The bond of man and Mother Earth

has become fretted and frayed.

Bushfires scorching through day and night,

pain searing through my lands

like a poison snakebite.

Lush thriving crops, lovingly grown,

plagues of greedy locusts

mauled them down to bare bone.

Bright blue expanse turned filthy and grey,

old bottles clog my veins,

dark day after day.

Snowflake crystals growing in Spring.

There’s no telling

what my weather will bring.

Deadly illness running through my soul,

spreading like vermin

- out of control.

Chemical waste pushed down to my core,

landfills overflowing,

I can’t take anymore!

But this is a message filled with love

and with hope.

You can restore this world

to a kaleidoscope

of forest and flora,

of clean blue sea,

of thousands of species.

Please rescue me!
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very interesting poem with a lot of merit. It’s great that you have 

a proper sense of purpose in writing, which is often not present in poetry. 

Your poem directly addresses climate change and asks the reader to act, 

which is very nice. It also touches upon questions of viruses and illness 

which are of particular relevance today, which is lovely to see. The images 

you use are powerful, especially those of the last stanza, and the reader 

really gets a sense of the world as a potentially beautiful place that is not 

being treated correctly by humans. There is a great range of language 

here and for such a young writer this is very impressive. The rhymes 

sometimes seem a bit forced. If there is no clear rhyme that works for you, 

you shouldn’t feel bound by the idea of rhyming and you should be free 

not to use it. Overall, this is a great effort. Keep writing as you have real 

potential.

This heartfelt poem presents an evocative statement about the problems 

facing the planet. You have written this in the interesting form of a letter 

from the earth to the people on it, with attentive and thoughtful use of 

rhyme and stanzas to divide and emphasise your message. The poem as 

a whole has a really positive structure – with a clear introduction, three 

stanzas talking about how bad things are, then a conclusion with a more 

hopeful message. This is simple but effective, as within that structure 

there is a strong sense of variety in content and expression: the bright 

bushfires contrast with the polluted ocean, which in turn contrasts with 

the death of illness in the earth. Overall, well done, this was an enjoyable 

poem to read.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Humankind

Struggling 
WARS

Manha Summy
The Church of Christ in China 

Tai O Primary School

——

“To see a Heaven in a Grain of Sand

And a Heaven in Wildflower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand

And Eternity in an hour.” (William Blake)

——

That little air of hopes floating,

bottled in oxygen tanks,

I heard the secret gasping,

that stemmed from the pranks,

or is it? The tolls just escalated anyhow...

A train of masked entities,

a train that didn’t make its way to the end,

the nurses melted down, torn away in all those insanities,

And those faces were simply too pale, lungs all whitened, and their joints 

all bent,

covered in gloom, only ringing in mind was the trembling broadcast,

It pulled over, “the next station is...”

Suddenly the screen blacked out,

and so did myself, jeez

I was sunk and drowned, no use to shout,

and I heard the weak drizzle through the goggles,

“The WARS is over, finally...”

I saw the last gist of all, lights gone,

Her long-wrinkled and numb eyes, reflexed eventually,

“We made it,” yes, it’s a new dawn,

and as I removed my mask to inhale, deeply, and so did she;

I too, saw a heaven of kindness
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Adjudicators'
Comments

Diseases, life and death are definitely part of our collective human 

experience. Despite the gloomy imagery of medical meltdowns, whitened 

lungs and a fear of insanity, the end of the poem gives hope that the 

horrible situation will eventually come to an end. A question that I have is 

the citation of William Blake with slight modification at the beginning (To 

see a *Heaven* in a Grain of Sand). I do not really see how this enhances 

the poem. Using references to other poets’ work is generally not a 

problem, but in this case, I think it would be helpful if the poet can make 

the reference a more organic and integral part of the present work.

An intertextual reference to Blake's Auguries of Innocence to express the 

personas view on the pandemic. Our wish sometimes is as simple as a 

breath of fresh air, yet so difficult to fulfil as if it is a heaven of kindness.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Humankind

The Essence 
of Humanity

Ng Cherie
Marymount Primary School

Betrayal, sacrifice, hatred, pain,

corruption, injustice, greed and shame.

A chaotic society, a broken home,

a blazing hearth, now cold as stone.

Demons we chase down an empty road,

whoever thought we would turn this cold.

Blood spilt over unused land,

nothing but the shadow of man.

Fighting wars we can never win,

we’ve become the slaves of sin.

If we could turn back time somehow

we ask ourselves, what are we now?

We are a fire burning bright,

a force that sees you through the night.

We are the hearts that beat as one,

fighting until the battle is done.

We are the Earth’s own foundation,

each of us, God’s creation.

We will come through at the end,

and find a way to make amends.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

There are many positive things about this poem. You have chosen to write 

in regular four-line stanzas, with rhymes that are simple but effective; 

the tightly controlled line lengths give a solid rhythm to the poem. I also 

liked the variety of effects the poem creates using language – starting 

with an intense list of some of the problems with humanity, it moves on 

to very startling imagery (for example about the demons), and finally, 

to repetitions of “we” at the start of lines to emphasise the strengths 

that humans can have (if they want to use them). With all these different 

techniques, the question posed in the middle – “what are we now?” – 

is clearly emphasised as the most important point of the poem. Overall, 

then, this is a very well-structured and thoughtful submission – well done 

on your work.

This is a very nice poem which shows the young poet’s talent for writing 

in a poetic rhythmic flow. The poem seems to reflect on the very nature 

of being, which is very ambitious of course. It would be nice to have a 

bit more of the poet’s own voice. What do you want to express? These 

metaphors and reflections are all very well, but they could be said by 

anyone or about anything, and the best poetry also connects these 

bigger ideas to our own context (of Hong Kong perhaps) or of your own 

experiences. There are some really nice rhymes and rhythms here which 

show you are getting to grips with writing poetry and how it will be read. 

Practice reading it aloud to yourself to get the flow right. Overall, this is 

a really great effort and I really encourage you to keep writing poetry to 

develop your considerable talent.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Nature

Four Seasons

Sim Ka Yu Anissa
Diocesan Girls' Junior School

Someone waking to the light

Primrose blooming in sunlight

Raindrops falling on my head

Insects slowly leave their bed

Nectar divided ever so fair

Growing new life everywhere

Sunlight is shining

Under the sun camellias are blooming 

Moss will quickly die away

Making small brown patches all day

Euphoria spread by waves on land

Rushed to shore to greet some sand

All acorns are gone and consumed

Until growing can be resumed

Trembling leaves turn yellow

Until they fall under the shadow

Manuka bees prepare for winter

No one’s lazy before plants wither

Waiting for the sun to rise

Icy weather is no surprise

No animals are safe from the evil cold

Tuxedos stay together to be bold

Everywhere they turn there are heaps of snow

Returning parents with food in one neat row

Harmonic concerts by the sounds of nature

Ovation for our outstanding nature

Pray that everyone enjoys nature

Every being appreciate
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very promising poem which shows you are a young writer with 

considerable potential and ability. Your poem has a clear purpose - to 

provoke reflection of environmental issues - which is nice to see. You use 

some lovely language which is complex for your age and you have some 

nice rhymes in the early stanzas and some really nice repetition in the last 

one. This shows you are able to play with poetic techniques and these 

work for you really well. Sometimes there are minor awkwardnesses or 

grammatical errors, as with the tense in the last line, but this will change 

as you continue to practice reading and writing in English. Remember 

also that you don’t always have to rhyme – it’s better not to rhyme than it 

is to force a rhyme where one is not comfortable. Overall, you have great 

talent and you should carry on writing poetry to improve even further.

This poem is a pleasure to read. It shows how a young mind feels the 

world -- positive, sunny, hopeful and appreciative. The message is 

uplifting to readers, and the poetic form is well crafted. What seems most 

impressive and enjoyable is the minute and meticulous observations 

that are unbelievably vivid in their level of detail. One case in point is the 

description of moss drying only to leave small brown patches on the wall. 

It is a commonplace phenomenon but it does not catch your attention 

until this little poet reminds you so. The ending is a bit weak, and the last 

line seems not totally grammatical. However, the whole piece of work is 

outstanding in the primary school section.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Nature

Paint a Brand-
New World

Lai Yik Long Jaden
S.K.H. Chai Wan St. Michael's 

Primary School

Rents soaring high

Lands-lacking supply

Nowhere to live

Our earth’s exhausted to give

Living within barriers

Division, strife and borders

Make us ponder about the life ahead

Will the future be bleak, causing us dread?

There’s still hope, there are solutions

Close your eyes, let your mind fly

Let fear not instil hesitations

See beyond your mind’s eye

Floating islands above in airspace

Where children play and roam free

A home no longer a cramped space

Floating caravans nestling above the trees

No more inhaling polluted air

For rocket shoes fly in mid-air!

Travelling and exploring worldwide

Expanding friendships to circle wide!

One day these possibilities won’t just be a dream

Even if impossible they now might seem

Close your eyes and see a brand-new world

Paint a pretty picture and may your dreams be unfurled!
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Adjudicators'
Comments

I cannot say I wasn’t shocked when I read this poem - I could not believe 

that the housing issues of Hong Kong were troubling our pupils starting 

from such a young age! Luckily, the poem is offering its readers an 

alternative to the bleak reality and a way out: the power of our will. A 

romantic poem and a celebration of the power of imagination and the 

transformative power of one's will.

The "pretty picture" should be replaced with just "picture" - the poem 

is fanciful, but "pretty picture" is an idiom that means not just false but 

intentionally fake, and that’s not the meaning you want here. I love the 

idea of floating islands in the sky because it’s so crazy, which I think is 

the point. I am not so sure that rocket shoes and pollution free skies can 

go together but it sure presents an image. Keep thinking about possible 

futures– what about cities at the bottom of the ocean? Once you imagine 

the impossible, you’ll realize that there are a lot of real problems we can 

address if we just think big.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Nature

In Hopes of a 
Calm Ocean

Chang Paley Anneka
Diocesan Girls' Junior School

There was once a broad blue ocean, 

That has conflicting emotions. 

It bathes in the sun, shimmering softly. 

It sways in the wind, dancing divinely. 

The Ocean is a Guardian. 

Her hugs are the sun radiant. 

She guards the fish in the sea adventure, 

And pampers all creatures like her treasures. 

The Ocean is a Supplier.

Her supplements feed the sea choir, 

She serves oxygen and rich nutrients, 

Feeding sufficient life ingredients. 

Once Ocean is filled with rubbish, 

Her anger is widely published. 

From ponds to rivers to lakes to Oceans, 

It spreads all around in big commotions. 

The Ocean is Maleficent. 

No one is now her dependent. 

Her toxic is oil, plastic bags or straws 

Poison and pollute sea life without flaws. 

The Ocean is now God Hades. 

She feeds plastic to fish babies. 

Strangling necks with nets for sea turtles. 

Blushing algae to burn the sea castle. 

To keep the Ocean clear and calm, 

Reserve the rubbish in our palms. 

Mind the oil leakage or start going Green. 

Let us do more to make our Ocean clean. 
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a simple but effective poem, which expresses the problems facing 

the world’s oceans. I like the way it starts like a fairy story (“there was 

once.”); and as we read through, you’ve made the decision to use a strict 

pattern of rhymes and stanzas, which makes the poem energetic and 

entertaining. Sometimes, the rhyming words seem a little bit unnatural 

- I love the way that “commotion” rhymes with “Ocean”, but is this an

expression you would use in real life? (It is still great that you are trying

this out, though). Overall, this is a focused and effective poem which I

enjoyed reading.

For the chosen theme nature, the poet wrote this as an ode to the 

ocean titled “In Hopes of a Calm Ocean”. The first stanzas paint a warm 

and blissful picture of the ocean, praising its hugs and supply and how 

the ocean lives in harmony with the sun and the wind. I appreciate the 

warning in the middle of the poem about how the ocean is polluted and 

now maleficent. This gives a nice and stark contrast with the previous 

stanzas. The poem is powerful in telling this story about the ocean and 

also the critical situation that nature is facing. The choice of diction is 

simple yet precise.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Nature

One Seed

Ip Hei Yiu Greta
Diocesan Girls' Junior School

The intense and deadly raging fire,
Turning all of Australia into a funeral pyre. 
The scorched animals with nature being destroyed.
Although we’ve tried to help, dangerous we must avoid.

Places scorching hot with smoke,
Only a few seconds it took,
To spread blazes of fire swallowing everything around,
With a frightening scary crackling sound.

The unique, light grey, greater glider,
flying through the trees like an air rider.
When he glides his heart beats fast in his chest,
On the trees he quietly rests.

The cute, grey koalas everyone knows,
You can recognize them just by their shadows.
Up on the eucalyptus tree they live,
Love and care for them we give.

The critically endangered Wollemi pines,
Hidden where the bright sun shines,
This evergreen tree has a thick brown bark,
Standing tall from day till dark.

In hopes of every exotic creature,
In hopes for mother nature,
I hope for the wonders of nature to stay,
So that it will stay with us every day.

The magnificence that nature produces,
The fragrance of all of flowers seduces.
The majestic eagles awe us with their calls,
The roaring of the splashing waterfalls.

If only people would stop destroying our world,
Then they’d discover what things could unfold.
For nature to always keep her beauty,
I hope for mankind to hear my plea.

If only one seed were allowed to grow,
Then all other seeds would dare to follow,
Then once more she would be able to fulfil her duty,
And all of mankind would know again her beauty.

If we all work together and help her to nurture,
Then we can still save her, our Mother Nature.
For the wonders of nature that we can see,
If we all help, nature will last for eternity!
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Adjudicators'
Comments

A poem serving as a reflection on the Australian bushfire of the previous 

year and a call for action. I like the personification of nature used in the 

second half of the poem - but would it be even more powerful (and the 

call for help more urgent) if this image of Mother Nature was used from 

the beginning of the poem?

The poet has titled the poem “One seed” for the theme nature. The 

poem does show how seemingly tiny details can demonstrate the bigger 

picture. Grounding the theme nature in the wildfires in Australia is very 

thoughtful. The poet has spent several stanzas, giving a lot of details of 

fire and scorched animals, and these details definitely add to the genuine 

emotion in the poem. The poem is not an entirely grim and gloomy 

picture. The second half of the poem leads the readers to see the more 

positive side with hope and, once again, a lively and film-like image of the 

wild.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Nature

Nature in 
My Eyes

Jor Ching Yin
Canossa School (Hong Kong)

I see nature in front of me.

Selfish human cutting trees,

Just to provide what they need.

Trees are no longer to be seen,

so are birds ‘cause they can’t live.

Naughty fire is always around,

Burning wild animals’ homes down.

Playful typhoon blows everything away,

so humans have nowhere to stay.

Furious stream flushes everything along,

until everything is totally gone.

I hope natures lives are always safe.

Humans, animals, birds and trees.

Fire, air, water and sea.

Listen to me, listen to me.

Humans, humans care for trees,

birds will thank you for meeting their needs.

Fire, Fire, please be kind,

be friends with mountains, flowers and plants.

Air, air, be a good kid,

Someone is hot and needs your wind.

Water, water, you know where to go,

Trees and flowers need you to grow.

This is the nature I want to see.

This is the nature it has to be.

Please, please, listen to me.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

The message is clear, but keep in mind that cutting down trees (especially 

for humans needs) is not in and of itself a bad thing. Trees can be 

replanted. The real issue is the forests, as systems that we are damaging. 

I appreciate the appeal to natures lives but there is a circle of life so to 

speak and floods and fires and typhoons are all part of that, so I like the 

notion of a return to balance at the end.

The piece paints a bleak image of how humans destroy the earth they live 

in without caring about its other inhabitants. Personal perspectives and 

wishes are interspersed throughout the poem. I appreciate the thought 

and effort put in to show the speaker’s opinion and emotions regarding 

how we humans treat nature. For a poem, the imagery is somewhat 

limited, and the commentary of the speaker is directly expressed (e.g. 

“selfish humans cutting trees”). This gives only a generic idea without 

much observation. Another example comes from the last stanza of the 

poem, where the poet expresses a wish and vision. This would resonate 

with readers on a deeper level if there had been a richer depiction of the 

poem’s main images.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Humankind

All the Same

Barrett Margot 
Anneliese Wai Ying
St. Stephen's Girls' 

Primary School

It's such a relief not to be a princess, it would be such a shame,

Having to wear sparkly dresses and tiaras, looking like a picture in a frame.

My beauty would be headline news, as far as the most faraway town,

And while that might make some people happy, it would only leave me 

feeling down.

It's such a relief not to be a princess, with all those people bowing down to me,

Because I believe we are all the same, and deserve to be treated equally.

Every person is different, and that's what makes us special; thank 

goodness there is not another you – I would end up seeing double!

A friend in need is a friend indeed—that's how the saying goes;

When we are nice to someone they do the same, as everybody knows.

I hate to think that some people are treated badly just because they are poor,

While some of us have far too much, others are always needing more.

So what I really want to say is—don’t judge me by how many friends I 

have, my looks or the size of my brain,

No matter your colour, rich or poor, inside we are all just the same.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

A seemingly cheerful tone to address a profound topic of humility and 

equality. The poet makes an effort to address a somewhat well-trodden 

theme from a different angle, although the choice of the voice of a 

princess to campaign for equality is a bit strange. The poem is quite well 

structured, with good rhythm and a good grasp of language even if the 

lexicon is mostly fairly simple. 

The message of this poem is a familiar one (that we should judge people 

by their personalities, not their appearance), and I love the way that the 

poet brings new life to the topic by taking an unusual perspective – “It’s 

such a relief not to be a princess”, which is clear and funny, and a good 

starting point for some imaginative ideas. The rhyme scheme is carefully 

maintained throughout the poem, and this helps create a playful and fun 

tone throughout – as well as emphasising the message, stated clearly in 

the last lines. Overall, well done, I really enjoyed reading this poem.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Humankind

The #Kobe 
in Me

Bacani Nathan
The Church of Christ in China 

Tai O Primary School

Mamba, it’s the star that rose the first at dawn,

where you heard balls bouncing off, 3-metres tall,

banging hard on the cement floor, tuning the beats into a rhythmic song;

And that His Song, I only wish I could have heard more...

He liked music,

any kinds, gospel, R&B, country...but his best play, would definitely be 

when he got hold of the ball,

with that grasp, or block, “pup”, all seemingly basic,

yet all so cohesively sealed, and incredibly hardcore;

I still remember, as flashbacks

running through the media, the yellow and purple that he used to put on;

his spirit that had soaked up every corner, piercing right through the 

cracks,

and the way he danced and dashed on the court, garnering applause 

even from the legendary LeBron

Well, success is no accident,

I used to have longed for sheer LUCKssss to gravitate,

but it’s you who showed by example, it’s not always about the talent,

it’s more about the off-stage than the on-stage; and there’s no escape...

Mamba, thanks for performing to us your entire life on court,

farewell, my giant;

after getting to read more about you, through different source’,

I see how the 99% perspiration worked in Edison’s formula of geniuses, 

just like you, Bryant...

p.s. As I am finishing the final bit of this poem,

I am happy to say that I might have found the #Kobe in me, hopefully

keeping this as my own little, secretive anthem!
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very lovely and touching poem by a primary school pupil. The 

incident of Kobe Bryant caused the poet great sadness as his idol passed 

away. He looked up to the basketball star and learned from his off-

stage practice and perseverance. The poem reads more like a random 

expression of his genuine thoughts about Kobe and beyond Kobe, which 

reduces the trace of deliberation and manipulation. It sounds natural 

and thus reads well. However, both the arrangement of lines and stanzas 

and the intended meaning expressed through these forms blend well. I 

think poetry is more about the expression of genuine feeling rather than 

a focus on the strict meters and rhymes. This poem is a good example in 

this regard.

This is a fun and interesting poem which is clearly unusual and stands 

out in this competition. It is a kind of tribute poem to Kobe Bryant, which 

is a perfectly good topic for poetry. In fact, it’s refreshing that you have 

written about something that is important to you rather than on a topic 

that you feel is expected of you. This is great to see, so please carry on 

writing poetry on topics of your own choosing. In terms of the language, 

you use some great phrases and make interesting references to wider 

things (i.e. Edison) which works well. Your conclusion is not quite clear – 

I’m not sure if it is unfinished or if the unfinished nature of the poem it 

part of it. This is quite nice in a way and creates an interesting ambiguity. 

The formatting needs a little bit of work, but overall this is a wonderful 

personal attempt and you have great potential as a poet.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Future

The Culture 
of Future

Kwong Leann
St. Margaret's Co-Educational 

English Secondary and Primary 

School

I see the future through my eyes,

it looks like our world in disguise.

I hear the future through my ears,

it sounds just like when you cheer.

I smell the future through my nose,

it smells like when a flower overflows.

I taste the future through my lips,

it tastes like delicious fish and chips.

In the future in hopes of wisdom,

where no one will suffer from racism,

when everyone knows not terrorism,

and that someone will enhance the system,

so that the citizens won’t be a victim.

People won’t get judged for lyricism,

so it will get easier to altruism,

hope this gets out of my mysticism.

In the future in hopes of happiness,

where no one’s heart will be filled with loneliness,

when everyone will become more ambitious,

and won’t do things that are meaningless.

People can understand the importance of politeness,

the public won’t be so clueless,

and get to know about the crisis,

because happiness is priceless.

In the future in hopes of improvement,

where no one will be in an argument,

when nobody will suffer abandonment.

We hope you can follow the agreement,

then people will agree with the arrangement,

and won’t be intimidated by your accomplishment,

to better make adjustments,

so please realize your commitment.

I see the future through my eyes,

it looks like nature runs the line.

I hear the future through my ears,

it sounds like adventure, hear me go.

I smell the future through my nose,

it smells like captured perfume in my nose.

I taste the future through my lips,

it tastes like culture finally gain respect.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

The poet describes a future with hopes of a world with no racism, 

terrorism or victims in this poem “the culture of future”. What the poet 

has envisioned is nice and ideal, but the lines are generic and do not 

provide much imagery for the reader. The choice of rhyme in the fourth 

stanza may not be ideal with the -ent ending. Given that the “-ment” 

morpheme is rather regular and productive in English, so using it in 

rhyme makes the stanza more formulaic than rhythmic. Compared to the 

penultimate stanza, the final one sounds more natural and fluid, and the 

choice of diction does not feel forced.

This is a very lovely piece of work from a primary school student. What 

strikes me most initially is the arrangement of the first and the last stanza 

-- they echo each other, but the last one enriches the theme and elevates 

the whole poem. The metaphorical use of the facial organs is cutely 

innocent and appropriate for this age group, and I find it creative too. The 

author presents his or her big love for the whole world, which is however a 

bit too grand to be sufficiently meaningful; it becomes a bit conventional 

in presenting ideas that crave for a better world. It is, of course, righteous 

to write all this, but it is hard to go beyond familiar tropes if you talk about 

everything from politeness to terrorism in such a short piece of work. 

There is simply not enough room for you to be innovative.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Nature

Bushfires, 
Please Stop!

Lai Wai Kiu Emily
Kowloon Tong School

How come a beautiful land sunken in fierce red flare

Million hectares of forest lit up in a brutal glare

Sky turns red, a billion animals dead

Every living creature is filled with dread

Trees crackle as they go ablaze

Frightened kangaroos fleeing to escape

Wildlife losing their habitats

Seeking shelter feeling desperate

In hopes of the wind to cease

Then the spread of flames will decrease

In hopes of the rain to descend

Bringing the bushfires to an end

In hopes of lives to be saved

No more plunging into fiery graves

In hopes of the land to regrow

Homes rebuilt so smiles will glow
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Adjudicators'
Comments

The poem depicts the tragedy of forest destruction by fire. The 

description is quite straightforward. It begins with the deaths of animals 

and moves on to people’s hopes. There is little mention of the cause 

of the fire and how individuals react to the disaster. The poet should 

also mention why the fire is important to him/her before moving to the 

objective description of the fire.

There is some really good vocabulary and turns of phrase in this poem, 

but is there a reason behind having no punctuation marks? Perhaps it is 

to reflect the wild and uncontrolled nature of forest fires, in which case 

it should be applauded for its intention, although there may be a more 

refined way of getting this message across that involves skilful use of 

punctuation. Overall, a good poem with some strong imagery.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Future

Wondrous 
Hope

Yiu Hok Lam
S.K.H. Chai Wan St. Michael's 

Primary School

Hopes are just like sunshine

Reaching your dream takes time

Hopes and dreams come in every shape and size

but you’ll have to prioritize

From past to future -

life is an adventure.

Make the most of all your given minutes

Hopes and dreams have no limits

Time is your teacher

but you can take it further

to make your life happier.

Without hope’s bright spark

life will turn dark.

Keep negative thoughts at bay,

than hope will light your way.

Your dream is not out of your reach -

Hope and hard work will be your bridge.

Life could be simple

and meaningful.

Create a beautiful life -

Love deeply and avoid strife.

With hope we’ll reach our future
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a sweet poem, with a sensitive and thoughtful message of hope. 

Each stanza tells us about a different aspect of the future: it is nice to 

see the simile from the first lines come back later, I would love to see 

some of these ideas explored more (what makes you think that hope is 

like sunshine, or a spark?). The final line gives us a nice conclusion to the 

poem, and I wonder how this could become more impressive – this would 

be a good time to make one last comparison between hope and light. 

There is a subtle use of rhyme all the way through which makes it very 

enjoyable. Overall, well done, you’ve done some good work here.

This poem “Wondrous hope” is a positive piece, full of the poet's hopes 

and wishes for the future. I appreciate how the poet uses plain language 

and entities within everyone’s experience to illustrate the connection 

between the past and the future, such as teachers, bridges and sunshine. 

The similes avoid cliche and other well-trodden paths. Projecting “hope 

and hard work” to be one’s bridge to fulfilling the dream is a good 

example that is accessible and easy to understand. If I were to criticize 

anything in the poem, it would be the ending line, “With hope we’ll reach 

our future”, that stands alone without tight connection with the rest of the 

poem.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Future

Future

Cheng Ianna
Baptist (Sha Tin Wai) Lui Ming 

Choi Primary School

In the future,

dreams might change.

Being a teacher might not,

but exploring new galaxies could be. How strange!

In the future,

transportation will improve.

Checking the Next Bus app is history,

floating on handy hoverboards is the proper groove.

In the future,

technology is irresistible.

Schools are built no more,

as electronic devices are highly accessible.

In the future,

humans could be endangered.

We cannot help,

for we can’t control the changes of Mother nature.

In the future,

humans should be less narrow-minded.

Trying old solutions on new challenges,

but as we fail, it’s like being blinded.

As for now,

these thoughts or hopes are not yet true.

My dream for all mankind is:

Focus on the present and try to be a better you!
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Adjudicators'
Comments

The last two stanzas seem irrelevant to the previous ones. The former 

suggests that humans should be less narrow-minded and focus on the 

present. These suggestions are great. But they are not directly linked to 

the future phenomena, such as technological advancement. Does it mean 

that humans should be open-minded in response to changes? How does 

open-mindedness complement or contradict focusing on the present? 

The poem offers some nice imagination about the future. The poet may 

do better by tuning down the didactic parts at the end.

The fourth stanza seems a bit too final for the meaning you are trying to 

get across. You say we cannot help but then in the last two stanzas your 

message is that we actually can help. And I am not sure it's Mother Nature 

that’s the problem so much as us creating our own problems (like climate 

change). The form of the poem is very nice. Sometimes just changing the 

way words are presented on the page changes how we perceive them. 

Having the future where we normally expect the ends of lines (endings) to 

be is clever.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Humankind

Words from 
a Victim of 
Bullying

Law Chor Yin Chloe
Heep Yunn School

i was lonely
it was not heart-wrenching, nor was it
eternal, eternal
winter; but like a forced haircut
watching bits of myself fall- chop, chop, chop
drifting limp and hapless to the floor

i was lonely
nobody- no, not a soul
reached out to right my three-inches-to-the-left world
i tried to reach them, but they were
so, so cold
to the touch

i was lonely
maybe i was too hot, too bright-eyed, too burning
too out of place for this rectangular, angular world
sit here, they cried, pointing
no, no, they shouted when i spread my legs apart
that’s so unladylike!

i was lonely
maybe i was too much, too little, too strange
too out of place for this bound-envelope world
you laugh so weird, they complain
could you not?
i clamp my mouth shut, and let the string tie me up

i was lonely
they bloomed in clusters and i bloomed alone
oh, oh, they squeal, don’t come near
we can’t share the soil nutrients here
i turn my petals to the sun, hoping to feel some sort of sensation, but
nothing.

i was lonely.
there’s something burning at the back of my throat. an itch, maybe, or an 
allergy. but sometimes the pain is all-consuming and i stop breathing. it’s 
so intense that i lose the feeling in my fingertips. but you’ll be able to fix 
it, right?
it’ll be fine, won’t it? doctor? doctor?

I was lonely!
words lodged inside my trachea fester and
EXPLODE, EXPLODE in a gloriously grotesque mess of BLOOD and 
TEARS and PUS
they gasp and back away
wondering in horror
how they created a MONSTER.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This poem gives us a real insight into the feelings of someone who is 

being bullied. All the way through, the expression of the ideas is powerful 

and engaging, but I am most impressed by the use of varied and 

evocative similes and metaphors – for example, “like a forced haircut” 

in the first stanza ; or “my three-inches-to-the-left world” in the second. 

These phrases are easy to understand, but they are effective images 

because they make us think very deeply about all the different and 

unsettling aspects of being isolated and bullied – there is a lot of depth. 

The variety of each stanza is effectively controlled by the simple refrain 

(“I was lonely”). Overall, this was a really interesting poem to read – well 

done for your creative work.

This emotional piece titled “Words from a Victim of Bullying” provides a 

monologue of a bullying victim. The poet has depicted a powerful image, 

contrasting the worlds of the bullied victim and the other’s. The use of 

repetition is effective in illustrating how helpless and angry the victim 

is, facing the bullying, isolation and loneliness. The poet shows skills 

and effort in creating a unique form for the poem. It is interesting to see 

the use of a long running line that embodies the feeling of talking while 

panicked and out of breath. The transition from lower case “to the upper 

case” is an interesting way to show the change in mood and perspective 

of the narrator.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Humankind

Marionette

Fung Ka Yan
HKUGA College

It was a gala occasion,

crystal chandeliers shed light on Poker faces,

pale and emotionless.

Tremendously dark shadow,

is creeping up beside tiny puppets.

The brightness of your eyes vanished

gradually,

terribly,

and tracelessly.

Coming with rows of puppets,

Blindly fumbled through a mist,

Pull and lift,

Up and down,

wrapped them around his fingers

The mighty power leads to a sloping shoulder.

Little pity marionette,

aren’t you sick of being hypnotised?

Being string-controlled?

Is that what you want?

Your feebleness killed hopes of us!

Your unkindness ruined the lives of us!

Your ugly prerogative nibbles at our hopes.

But I believe,

Karma will never die,

so if we burn,

you burn with us.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

The poem uses marionette as the motif to show how the powerless are 

manipulated. While it is an image used by many, its use here matches the 

theme and is well executed. It seems that the poet has avoided rhyming 

to give a more powerful and sharp voice to the poem, which I find an 

interesting strategy. The final stanza depicts what sounds like an angry 

shout from powerless people to whoever it is that has power over them. If 

I were to criticize anything in the poem, the final stanza has not managed 

to transform well-known phrases (e.g. “if we burn, you burn with us”) into 

the poem. The ending therefore sounds more like quoting an existing 

phrase.

The persona has successfully expressed his anger and anguish at the 

image of the marionette - the paradox here is that the puppet is on the 

one hand so powerless as it has no will of its own, and yet on the other 

hand it is so destructive. The use of this oxymoron has highlighted the 

entrapment of the “we” in the poem.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Nature

Hope 
Amidst 
Ruin

Cheung Tung Ching 
Athena
Maryknoll Convent School 

(Secondary Section)

As my friends topple to the ground

And destruction rages all around

I weep and cry in tears of sap

As leaves fall with a lifeless flap.

What of the ones we swore to defend?

What of the peace we tried to contend?

And when, I ponder, bed of roots aflame,

Will our killers stop, heads hung in shame?

To see the pain that they have wrought

On lush lands, now left to rot.

Buzzing steel rings loud in my ears

Yet I stand proud and tall, with no fears.

For I know that we will rise again

Our roots will grip this same terrain

We’ll touch the sky with great stature

All I hope for is a better future,

Where we grow in peace and face no pain.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

Certainly topical and very real. There are a few points where the wording 

might be tweaked: “tears like sap” rather than “of sap”; “I ponder amid 

trunks aflame” maybe, rather than “bed of roots aflame”? The problem 

you really have there is that you don’t want the roots to be on fire, 

because that is where the rejuvenation at the end is going to come from - 

trunks might not be ideal but it sticks with your nature metaphor. I would 

end the last line with “in peace again”. That would maintain your rhyming 

scheme, but I feel like the last line packs more of a punch if it is simpler. 

Arts and writing are good ways to process difficult feelings and deal with 

problems. Keep it up.

Although the message of this poem is not so unusual, I am impressed 

with the way you have expressed it here. You use carefully controlled 

couplets from beginning to end, yet manage to deliver a variety of 

expression within that: for example, starting with stated observations, and 

then moving on to rhetorical questions, before moving on to a clearer 

resolution to “stand proud and tall”. Indeed, this final development 

includes an effective use of a “volta” towards the end, when the attitude 

changes from despair to defiance quite rapidly. Overall, then, well done 

for using formal restrictions to achieve a very interesting result.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Humankind

The Mariner

Tsui Yu Hei Iris
Heep Yunn School

I have seen a mariner with stars on his brow,
          navigating the black bowl of the sky
like a pale flame borne on torn wings of storm -
          His name was Humankind.

I met him in the garden where sin was first born,
          slumbering in blue-spun twilit hours;
and we played amid birdsong when the world was still young
          amid dewdrops and silver showers.

We danced like flame flickering by gates of spring,
          and we rollicked in golden sand.
I had snowy-white hemlock within my dark hair
          and he an apple in his hand.

He sailed forth from the garden where sin was first born
          and unleashed countless deeds of woe
from the jar of Pandora within his own hand
          upon all those who breathed below.

I have heard the maidens’ songs grow shrill
          with the death knell of the bells of war;
I have seen the unnumbered tears of widows
          and felt the relentless grief they bore.

A mother weeps for her child whose illness
          slew his bright sun-rayed beam.
A nation weeps for their youth who were slain
          by a tyranny who crushed their dream.

I have seen a mariner spring from the rim
          of the starless black bowl of the sea -
His ship was assailed by foul wraiths of despair
          but from him I never did flee.

Yet why was it Time came and led us way back
          with his grey hand, weathered in ours -
And why was it we did not find the same garden
          in those same blue-spun twilit hours?

Yet we found in the dawn our lost childhood plays
          in the garden that he forsook -
In his perilous journey across the wide waters
          Humankind I never forsook -

For I alone lingered in Pandora’s jar,
          in Humankind I am last to die -
For I am the spirit that he named high Hope
          as he sailed through the black bowl of the sky.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very ambitious poem which uses the metaphor of a mariner to 

embody humankind itself. It is full of interesting language and also a 

significant number of literary references, which show you are familiar with 

a range of language and with literary conventions. The one criticism I 

have is that you seem to copy the style and language that you have read 

in other (much older) poetry, so that it reads as if you are mimicking a 

kind of British poetry from the past. You should feel free to write in your 

own modern language and style too, or to combine the two to produce 

interesting results. These days, not much poetry is written in this style. 

That said, it could be seen as an interesting experiment in this regard. 

There are some nice repetitions, rhymes and half-rhymes which show 

you are really thinking about language and what it can do. You clearly 

have a real talent for creative writing, and you should keep practicing and 

improving to build on your talent.

The first read gives me chills as a reader. A close examination of the work 

as an “adjudicator” makes me like it better. This piece of work has at least 

three distinctive features that warrant our attention. Firstly, the implicit 

reference to the book of Genesis in the Old Testament of the Bible shows 

a good craft to indicate the relationship between the “I” and the “He”, 

or God and mankind. The many well-known objects, such as the Garden 

of Eden (which was referred to as “the garden” in the poem), the apple, 

and the sin, fill the gaps in the reader's schema, which is in line with the 

Gestalt psychology theory. Such use of classic works is not totally new in 

arts, but its combination with the second strength, the poetic language 

and the third, the very good adoption of iambic pentameter, is mind-

refreshing. I do think the poem achieves a great balance of form and 

meaning on the one hand, and of some depth and breadth on the other.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Humankind

Hold Fast, 
Hold Dear

Chan Ka Wai
Carmel Divine Grace 

Foundation Secondary School

This is a fierce battleground

Everyone defends the values they hold fast

Some detach their feet and their hearts from this city

Looking at their familiar homeland, ablaze

Some blast tears as greetings

Some hold their breath in fear, bleeding

Some endure excessive violence

Some rip off a memo, with little tolerance

Some trade their blood, sweat and tears

In pursuit of freedom, forgetting even their gear

Some bombard this city into slaughter

Getting their hands on thirty thousand dollars

Some turn this land into a dreadful war

Some look away, refusing to stand this anymore

Some kick and smash and grit their teeth

Some stay awake in the nightmare, clenching their fists

Some forgo their conscience in broad daylight

Some forfeit, under dire pain, their sight

Some take great pains to discern right from wrong

Gaining nothing, yet remaining strong

Some vent their anguish and indignation through force

Under the masks, with the same beliefs they support

Genuine dialogues they long for amid the smoke

Converting the fire of despair into flames of hope

Looking at this desolation scene

This is an ending nobody has foreseen

Perhaps it takes quite a long while

When the wounds and rifts are mended and reconciled

This is a fierce battleground

We all defend the values we hold dear

We attach our feet and hearts to this city

Looking at our familiar homeland, anew
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Adjudicators'
Comments

The content is highly relevant to the city of Hong Kong. The first and 

last stanzas echo each other, while the main body is mostly descriptive. 

They capture a lot of subtlety and particular images and feelings of the 

participants. The city is ablaze, but it is going to change anew because 

of the tumultuous events conceived in the poem. The structure is strong, 

and the subtlety is a sensitive move.

Certainly topical and current, and there is a nice balance between 

different perspectives (although it is quite clear which side the author 

takes). It is grim, but honest and there is a hopeful message at the end. 

Art is a good way to process feelings and deal with difficult situations and 

I think you do a good job of that here.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Nature

Backlash

Kwong On Shin
Heep Yunn School

Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky

and over every living creature that moves on the ground

no more brittle leaves sway under raw autumn breeze,

only fall with callously hewn branches once stood tall, unwavering

no more clear drops of dew linger on fresh green, 

only shudder with the howling squeaks of engines;

no more flying mice flap their wings in the gloomy night sky,

only lie motionless in the fiery pots for demons to devour;

no more snowy cubs sledge on smooth, floaty ice,

only choke their first and last farewell secluded in the boundless ocean 

and sinister waves-

they have disobeyed the law

therefore a curse consumes the earth

tongues of flames lick their way to the surface finally

embracing everything stumbling into the gate of hell

thunderous mountains responding to the calls, spewing

sweeping the world to ruinous ashes

then,

waves layering as a tsunami, or two, swallowing into the ocean bed,

until it freezes, playful chimes,

moulding statues of lives, commemorating the heartening catastrophe

the earth hears, the sorrowful whines seeping and tickling from everywhere, 

mountains roar, the canopy shield

blanketing us under warm, sealed swamps

concealing all our blood stains reaching God’s eyes, teary.

its people must bear their guilt

therefore earth’s inhabitants are burned up, and very few are left
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Adjudicators'
Comments

There are a few things that I would think about: I don’t think “flying mice” 

works here, but bats wouldn’t carry the same weight so why not “bats and 

birds”? “To the surface at last” rather than “to the surface finally” would 

pack more of a punch; the idiom is “gates of hell” not “gate of hell”. Also, 

towards the end you talk about “freezes playful chimes” - because you 

are talking about the world ending in fire, I would use “halts” or “stops” 

or something like that. The “only choke” line should probably be trimmed 

down a bit. Maybe just “their last farewell and sinister waves of the 

boundless ocean” would shrink it down without losing any of the imagery. 

In the “waves layering” line I feel like “from” would work better than “into” 

- as where the tsunamis are coming from. These are small issues though.

This poem is interesting and unique in a number of ways. It describes 

a vision of ecological disaster using key biblical quotations, contrasting 

the ordered world of Genesis with the apocalyptic visions of Isaiah; 

throughout, it makes use of unusual and effective vocabulary; and uses 

the structure of the poem to build up a very dramatic message. The 

poet prefers to observe and describe what is happening (instead of 

blaming any one person, as some might do): this adds to the intrigue and 

effectiveness of the poem. Although the stanza forms are loosely defined, 

these are handled well (e.g. “then” as a single line gives us a precise 

change from one thing to another). Overall, this is impressive work, well 

done.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Nature

Nature

Chui Anabel Bebe
Heep Yunn School

Once the rivers flowed with surprises

magical psithurism played by nymphs 

cuckoos and doves crooned in harmony

the smell of lemongrass lingered in the air

It was all good; it was all fair.

Then came the two-legged breed

their flame getting weaker by day desperate for logs

‘whoosh’ here goes another tree

but as long as they got what they needed

It was all good, it was all fair.

A black veil covered the ground

the mist of fear spread around

five crows cawed in sorrow

faces of despair told us there was no tomorrow

It wasn’t all good; It wasn’t all fair.

Disasters and mystery ruled the land

trees turned to grit

rivers dried out taking animals with it

yet humans only focused on the coal and gold they forged

They said it was all good, it was all fair.

The mountains hollered

the sea roared

fire descending from the skies

icebergs disappearing from the naked eye

humans can no longer ignore the cry of nature

we ought to preserve today, for a better future

Isn’t it all good? Isn’t it all fair?
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very interesting poem and you show great potential as a writer of 

creative material, so well done. It’s great that the poem has a definite and 

direct purpose, to raise awareness of environmental concerns and climate 

change. The form is also interesting as you use versions of the “They 

said it was all good, it was all fair” line to provoke reflection within each 

stanza, which is great. The penultimate stanza which tells humans to pay 

attention to the climate is a little too direct perhaps, as its already rather 

obvious that this is the purpose of the poem. There are some nice rhymes 

here and some half-rhymes which are in fact some of the most interesting 

parts of the poem. On the whole, you show real potential and you should 

make sure you keep working on your poetry to develop your talents.

I like the way the poet uses repetition and the poem’s deviation into an 

interrogative mood in the last line.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Future

Let Go

Fu Tsz Tung
Heep Yunn School

At times I sense this strong sensation,
in which I finally adopt into action.
As I lay my bare feet into those ragged orthopaedic shoes,
to walk a cold, concrete path to the yonder I never knew,
still rigid to the shards of fragmented dreams and scattered rays of rapture.
Finally––a clasp of breath from the expectations of the future.

The footsteps of others hauled out my insecurities
and the insignificance of a person that feels like banalities,
who tries at merging into a person full of meaning and virtue,
destined to soar above the sky’s dazzling hues,
instead of falling into her own world where the future is a broken-winged bird 
that cannot fly,
where the future is a barren field - running dry.

The truth is, I’m just a callow,
And deep inside I’m ever so shallow.
Glancing around myself, deliberating where I actually belong,
I see my name on the board with my peers like a clash of harmony in a song,
At the end of the day, they are who will inaugurate a revelation to change humanity,
Who will contend with unprecedented zeal against the adversary.

The deafening screams and words of other people’s lives, moments and recollections,
veiled my hushed pathetic cries and calls for directions.
I am agitated about what lies beyond today,
Dying of dread by the millions of expectations that blast me away.
The fearful thoughts looped around my mind until there was room for nothing,
As I tried to make my way to the very top, wearily treading.

But as I look up, finding the varied constellations to have flitted away,
replaced by the effulgence of orange and golden ray.
The colours glisten atop the blue waters along the skyline
waiting to be discovered, like a blind person experiencing sight for the first time.
But in that solemn silence came an epiphany.
In the end, living in the present moments is how we lay hold of gaiety.

But how can I see and fall in love in with such scenery,
When I’m too busy trying to make my way up to the apogee,
running, taking jagged steps, bent over all broken and plodding,
Fritted and daunted about the future, worthlessly worrying.
And at this moment where I wanted time to halt,
told me the sole reason for my default.
I relinquished my thoughts of fears, no longer lost in the maze of my mind.       
No longer bound.

And for the first time, I am living in the breath. I am found.

So please,
Let go.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very ambitious poem, which is long and detailed and uses a 

range of experimental forms and language. Overall it shows great talent 

and an ability to work with the complexities of language and poetry, 

so well done. At times, you may be guilty of going for complexity and 

demonstrations of intelligence rather than direct clear expression. 

Remember that poetry is not so much a place to show everything that you 

can do with language as a place to use it to explore something you want 

to express. At times it feels too much like a showcase of what you can do. 

That said, there are some absolutely wonderful images here such as the 

moment of epiphany that you describe, and you clearly have a wonderful 

talent for words. I certainly encourage you to keep writing poetry and 

developing your excellent potential.

A lyrical poem expressing the personas thoughts and struggles: though 

its theme is future, the poem centres around the personas retrospection 

on the past. Just as the title suggests, one needs to let go of the past in 

order to move on to the future.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Humankind

Emotion 
Trumps All

Chua Man Shan
HKUGA College

Some talk of compassion,

Of forgiveness and love,

some say we're machines,

incapable thereof.

These feelings we have,

cause sympathy and guilt.

They bring us agony,

for all love and each jilt.

They say love makes us strong,

capable of great feats.

I say love makes us fools,

blind to danger and deceit.

For someone we love,

we'd die in a heartbeat.

For someone we hate,

we'd lie, steal and cheat.

Desire and passion,

lead us to our paths.

Spite, lust and gluttony,

bring instant aftermath.

It's what makes us us,

different from the rest,

our emotions deceive

the most logical tests.

What are we without them?

These feelings that tie us down.

Would we be better?

To know, just look around.

If we rely on pure logic,

the world would be bland.

A dearth of creativity,

in lieu of wonderlands.

Flaws mark uniqueness

and humanity is flawed,

for when it comes to us,

emotion trumps all.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This poem presents a good message that human beings are animals 

of emotion, which are not totally based on logic. It is arguable that 

pure logic makes us a machine; it is intuition, instinct, and emotion that 

differentiate us from other entities. The poem reads well with an ABCB 

rhyming scheme with high clarity in its content. The poem is accessible, 

and the tenet is reasonable and persuasive. What remains slightly less 

adequate is the lexical use, which could be further polished; the words are 

rather plain in their current shape. It also does not require such an explicit 

approach to tell us that human beings are not perfect, as this belief is 

fairly universal. I expect some room for further contemplation and some 

food for thought.

I have nothing against the feelings expressed in this poem, but it is very 

much driven by its structure. It follows all the rules and ticks all the boxes, 

but for that reason there is very little new about it. The author very clearly 

has a lot of talent, so I would encourage them to explore other formats 

and other ways of expression and to color outside the lines a bit more.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Nature

In Hope 
of Nature

Wong Lok Yee
CUHK FAA Chan Chun Ha 

Secondary School

The koalas are homeless,

The forest has shrunk.

It is Adam’s descendants

Who have done this.

The clownfish are homeless,

The coral has shrunk.

It is Adam’s descendants,

Who have done this.

The penguins are homeless,

The ice has shrunk.

It is Adam’s descendants

Who have done this.

The Earth cries its warning,

But will they heed it?

Will they care?

Not until the seashore crawls

Salty and vengeful,

To their door.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

I would say this is a good piece of work, but not ground-breaking. The 

call for environmental protection is certainly righteous but expressing the 

warning so directly is somewhat clichéd. The repetition in the first several 

stanzas creates a rhythm effect that might work for some poems, but in 

this case reduces the poem to chanting slogans. On the whole, the poem 

lacks novelty in both meaning and form. The former is simplistic, and the 

latter too conventional.

My only critique is that I wish in the last stanza you had used “we” instead 

of “they” - you after all are a descendant of Adam and Eve as well. The 

forests, coral reefs and ice caps are three different ecosystems under 

threat (from us) and you pick a charismatic animal that people will care 

about to associate with each. There are many more you might have 

chosen, and this poem could go on much longer, but it is nice and tightly 

written. Good job.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Nature

Running 
for Life

Lam Yui Hei
Carmel Divine Grace 

Foundation Secondary School

A herd tramples cross a frozen field

A pack in hot pursuit

The bison, adored for their stoicism

The wolves, notoriously brute

A calf slightly stumbles

The wolves lunge and bite

Like a bullet from a gun

The mother turns back and fights

Trying to dodge her charge

The wolves immediately scattered

Revealing the youngster’s body

Badly bruised and battered

Mother called frantically

But her young remained still

Finally the mother left

And the wolves reclaimed their kill

Dry your tears and look

Can you see the wolf pups

Bounding over from that brook

Or did you miss the glimmers of hope

In the wolves’ eyes as they ran

Chasing the herd down the slope

If you see the bison flee

Please take a closer look

In every twist and turn you’ll see

Both hunter and prey strive

Cause they are hunting to survive

And running for their lives.

A herd tramples cross a frozen field

A pack in hot pursuit

The bison, adored for their stoicism

The wolves, tragically misunderstood.
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Adjudicators'
Comments

This is a very well-written poem and you show great talent and potential 

to work with words in the future. You have very discreet stanzas here and 

though they do vary in length, for the most part they are nicely organised 

and easy to read. The poem overall seems to be about the circle of life 

and the natural state of hunters and prey. There’s nothing wrong with this 

and you express the concept pretty uniquely - but it is also a bit clichéd. 

Rather than expressing something that has been expressed before, try 

to think about what you want your poetry to be about and what will 

make it special. There is some really interesting language here including 

some difficult words deployed effectively. You clearly have great skill with 

words, and I encourage you to keep writing poetry and improving in the 

future as there is definite potential here.

This is a lovely piece of work from the secondary school section. It 

presents a vivid description of animal lives in nature. The hunting of 

the wolves and the fight of the bison as depicted in the work read like 

pictures coming to life. I give credit to the language and form, with high 

regard. What is probably less adequate is the insinuation of the main 

idea that the wolves have been tragically misunderstood as brutal and 

greedy hunters. This is straightforward, but too straightforward in poetic 

expression perhaps. I was expecting some thoughts that could linger in 

my mind after reading this, but my expectation has not been met.
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Theme:
Humankind

Seluna’s 
Masterpiece

Fu Cheuk Yiu Tiffany
Hong Kong Baptist University 

Affiliated School Wong Kam Fai 

Secondary and Primary School

On the warm, grassy land lived the Masters of Creation,

Each Master had one masterpiece, except Seluna, who had none.

Desiring greatly to create something cordial and of admiration,

Seluna collected rays of sunshine, then began the fun.

Late at night, Seluna fused the sunshine with a hawthorn leaf,

Added two charcoal pearls shaped just like the bulbous full moon,

Affixed it with the subtle drops of spring water she had retrieved,

Poured it into a bowl and yearned for success soon.

The next morning, she was awakened by the sunlight,

Which shone on the bowl, now broken and bent.

A dainty creature stood on the table, looking at Seluna with delight,

Seluna named it “homo sapiens”, and to the Masters’ homes she went.

The Masters were bewildered of this curious masterpiece,

And made Seluna its guardian, so she thanked them with graciousness.

Intending to let the kind-hearted creature spread more moral values and peace,

She added one more ingredient to the creature, not knowing its maliciousness.

The creature grew and duplicated itself every single day,

Soon there were hundreds of homo sapiens, all looking adorable.

The homo sapiens were benevolent at times, most often when they play,

But acted as barbarous as a beast when they were bored and were truly despicable.

Seluna became aware of this situation and realized her mistake,

She tried to remove their vanity, yet she failed.

Quarrels on their benefits have the homo sapiens started to make,

Soon grew to violation and bloodshed, let alone being assailed.

The homo sapiens split into several countries,

And battled each other ferociously for every few years.

Very soon, Seluna caught them slashing down trees,

And hunting down innocent animals for leisure, leaving the herds in tears.

The Masters blamed Seluna for such exploitation, her thoughts intertwined,

For who knew that the ingredient had torn away so many creatures’ lives?

Yet she knew that the humane qualities were not removed from the creatures’ minds,

And quickly figured the perfect solution that could solve the strife.

“Be grateful and respect Nature, my little creatures,” she pleaded,

“Treat each other with courtesy. Thrive with your utmost honour.

“Your heartfelt obedience to my message is needed,

“And my only wish is for all of you to prosper.”

Did her masterpieces listen to her? Did they gladly obey?

We are the masterpieces, and we will listen to her starting from today.
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The poem titled “Seluna’s Masterpiece” is an interesting piece on creation 

and links closely to the topic humankind. I appreciate the reflection on 

how we humans are obeying and interacting with nature. The reflection 

is tightly interwoven into the poem. The poet chooses to use long lines 

throughout the poem, which, in my opinion, impacts the musicality and 

rhythm of the poem. 

A long poem and it is intriguing that the poet chooses to a mythological 

reference of the creation story to reflection on humanity. Homo sapien 

is by all means a masterpiece of all creations on earth, but the poet is 

using this poem is remind readers of the fact that this masterpiece is by 

no means perfect – in fact, humans can be barbaric and arrogant. Yet, 

why were humans not destroyed? We should always remember and be 

grateful of the humane qualities Seluna gave us. 
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Theme:
Humankind

Elpis Eternal

Kan Pui Yan Catherine
Maryknoll Convent School 

(Secondary Section)

Khione continues to wane,

As Poseidon extends his Domain.

Australia aflame,

The Poor suffer the same,

While the Rich guzzle veal and champagne.

The shadows of past times still loom,

And the future seems headed for doom.

The End Times seem nigh,

And all Men must die.

Is nothing ahead but our tomb?

Though most things are fleeting and frail,

And most efforts are to no avail,

Hope is immortal.

She lives in the Mortal.

If Man is there, she will prevail.

She's born from Man's Heart and Man's Mind,

From the dawn of Despair in Mankind.

The Serf starved of Grain,

Or the Slave bound in Chain,

The Spirit of Hope can still find.

When Pandora set the Plagues free,

And Woe came to Humanity,

Elpis still remained,

In the Pithos contained.

Hope lives on for Eternity!

So, my fellow comrades, don't cry.

Let us raise our bowed heads to the sky.

We'll all band together,

And strive for the better.

And though we might fail, we'll still try.
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The poem narrates an epic-like story about the battle between two 

groups of gods and goddesses. The tension between the two sides 

continues to grow throughout the poem. The poem shifts from one figure 

to another, sometimes losing focus. It seems that hope is the figure which 

can regroup the team again. But there is little mention of what exactly 

hope can do for the comrades. It represents an idea. And they should live 

on such an idea. The end seems abstract. What does it mean by “strive 

for the better”? In terms of the damaged environment? Human sins? Or 

personal achievement?

The poem first depicts a gloomy picture of wealth difference and how 

the poor suffer and the indifference of the rich. Nevertheless, the poet 

gives a hopeful take that we humans have always faced difficulties and 

have always been dealing with these hardships. The poet reassures the 

readers that “Hope is immortal”. I appreciate the positive attitude and 

perspective. The many references to Greek mythology make the poem 

more interesting. The final stanza ends the poem with plainer and more 

transparent, almost prose-like lines. I feel that it deviates from the style of 

the rest of the poem quite a bit.
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Theme:
Humankind

Win with Sins

Tam Git Mei
Sacred Heart Canossian College

Shrilling screams shouted by Satan and souls,
Glowing ghouls gliding along with guilt and grim in rows
Thrilling threats tossed with torturous trolls and tolls
And gauntly they grinned with gallant on the gallows.
Oh, since when did humankind step into such filthy sin?

Sulky, senseless souls are kept in a row of violet vases
Vastly yet valedictory wave Sir Lucifer then cast,
And prime sinners of pride then receive a violent bash
Into merciless violet wheels that grind and crush and smash.
Oh, since when did humankind smash into such filthy sin?

Souls of envy soaked and shivered in iciness and coldness
Their wretched faces are painted with wrinkles of green sickness
As I wander along I hear the unfading voice of wrath and anger
Witness the souls being torn bloody apart and disremembered
Oh, since when did humankind soak into such filthy sin?

Souls of sloth sneaked down into a soundless snake pit
Gobbled by wobbling light blue strands of feck and guilt
Mammon mumbled ‘boil the greedy sinners alive’
They then lined up to the boundless yellow oil bowl and dive.
Oh, since when did humankind suspend into such filthy sin?

Miscellany of orange and blue souls starve and crave
They are forced to be fed and glazed as slaves
Punished for the deadliest sins of gluttony and lust
To the deepest abyss of fire and glacier they thrust
Oh, since when did humankind shrink into such filthy sin?

But the seven deadly sins are not deadly in complete
They have flying rainbow colours that are discrete
For mankind is a weak yet miserable race
Attempting those venial sins are never a disgrace.
Oh, is there a chance for humankind to slip away from such filthy sin?

Come on Sloths, awaken and shake the core to gain power
With your gluttony, everything in your path will infallibly devour
Rage with your wrath like an angry, resentful boar
Loud trumpets then bate and beat, reigning at your door.
Oh, with sin yet still humankind can win.

Come on Sloths, crawl out from hell and against the night
Give the sins a deadly fight to seize the lustrous light
Take what’s yours from the rats and snakes that bite
Unspoil your infantile innocence and hope will be in sight.
Oh, with sin is how humankind will win.
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Some of the words are ungrammatical. Even with artistic convention 

conjunctions like "guilt and grim" are problematic (it couples a noun with 

an adjective) and they can’t really be put together like this even when you 

are trying to maintain a rhyming scheme. A clever positive take on Dante’s 

Inferno in my opinion. Keep writing, keep honing your craft. You’ve got 

plenty of talent.

The poem presents a fantastic world of creatures who commit different 

kinds of wrongs. The descriptions are often general and not based on 

actual things these creatures have done. Because there is no concrete 

action involved, the reader finds it difficult to justify the eventual triumph 

of humankind. The poem reads more like an epic where the world is 

governed by some poetic justice. More information is needed for a better 

understanding of the last two stanzas.
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Theme:
Humankind

Entitled 
Untitled

Yim Kat Wai
Good Hope School

Wasn't it lovely

When everything's untitled

When birthdays were special

And words were gentle

It was easy to grin

But it isn't

It is the Reign of Terror

When lives no longer matter

And nothing feels better

Than drowning in a river

If you ever set foot in a street

You'll find it very hard to breathe

Perhaps it is the malice in the air

That forces you to respire with ultra-care

Isn't it 'lovely'

When every skull is entitled

When innocence is bedded in the shadows

And justice is covered by novel morals

And the entitled precludes us from the aspired tomorrow
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The title “Entitled Untitled” is a clever one. Inequality seems to be always 

present with humankind, and the title of the poem has foregrounded this. 

In this piece, the poet reflects on the weight of life and how humankind 

faces the “Reign of Terror” and sometimes lives do not seem to matter 

for some. The piece also embodies the poet’s apparently great sense of 

musicality. I appreciate the diction and the form of the ending lines with 

“novel morals” and the narrator’s realization that they are precluded from 

an aspired future. For the final stanza, I understand the quotation marks 

with “lovely” are showing the snarky ironic tone. To that, I think perhaps 

the poet can trust the readers more!

The ideas of entitled and untitled are slightly confusing. The poem offers 

a fantastic world of purity and sameness, which becomes totalitarian when 

skulls are named, and emotions are manipulated. There are elements of 

irony in playing with the idea of “lovely”. The poem may be improved 

by following a stricter form, while the strongest lines are the ones about 

breathing with “ultra-care”.
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Theme:
Humankind

The Traveller

Cho Shu Nga Keziah
Heep Yunn School

Bedraggled from the dusty paths I walk,

Chart out my route and make my plans; and yet

I know not where I am, or where I go.

And still I stumble up and stumble on.

And I recall a time, as in a dream,

When life had only loveliness to sell.

Yet long ago, how long ago! The moon

Once cast its rippling waves above my eyes;

And lovely was the purple velvet night.

Alas, the moonlight is no more. My eyes

Are dull with fire, misted o’er with plots

To take, to seize, to plunder, and to burn.

My voice, once sweet, is now a battle cry.

Let not the bat come near me, nor the bear.

Let serpents not consume me with their wiles.

Let there be light. Let there be stars above

To clear the mist around my weary eyes.

Let there be trees of cedar, oak and pine

To shield me from the howling winds of rage.

For I am Humankind. Let not your hate,

Nor greed, nor rage, nor jealousy, nor pain,

Make black the snow-white cloth that once was mine,

Or banish me away into the wild.

And I am Humankind. My roots go down

To marble temples, lyres with strings of gold,

To women carrying jugs of earth-red clay,

To dust, papyrus, pyramids of stone,

To Eden, where decay first drew its trap.

And I have seen the rose unfold itself

Amidst the barren land of dust and soil,

And I have heard the thrush begin its song

Amidst the broken cries of those who fall.

And so, I travel on; for still I see,

Weak though it be, amidst the rageful gale,

The star that pierces through my failing sight,

An ember in the ashen heap of dust.
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A poem rich in allusions and analogies of creation myths. The use of 

the first person “I-speaker” speaking on behalf of humankind is both 

engaging and also serves as a warning: we are all playing a part in the 

development of human civilisation. Humankind have seen both the lovely 

time of the ‘moonlight’ and the ‘rose’ and are now experiencing the bad 

days of threat by serpents – but we need to remember that our ‘roots’ go 

down to the temples and that we are blessed and protected. A poem with 

a solemn message but remember to avoid compromising grammaticality 

for the sake of rhythmic pattern. 

The poem depicts an epic-like journey of a traveler. The traveler claims his 

root can go back to marble temples and Eden, suggesting a somewhat 

grandiose time frame. And because the images are often grand and 

abstract, the reader may lose their bearings when going through the 

poem. The “serpents” symbolize evil, but the exact evil deed performed 

is not mentioned. The “rose” and “thrush” symbolize hope and beauty, 

but the details behind these qualities are missing. The “traveler” is 

humankind. Perhaps he himself is a symbol of all humans. The journey of 

the “I” is also the overall development of human civilization.
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Theme:
Nature

Seasons

Yeung Siu Yi
Heep Yunn School

Fragrant, soft and warm

The white blanket melts away

Evergreens and spruces perfume the air

With flowers dancing joyful and fair

Spring is beautiful, flawless as it is

Blazing, vibrant and hectic

The floaty mist gradually subsides

In a prismy grassland the bees bumble

With butterflies beating their wings up and nimble

Summer is beautiful, flawless as it is

Nippy, gentle and breezy

The flaming sun converges its enthusiasm

Cosy wind blowing in a delightful night

With russet leaves landing their final flight

Autumn is beautiful, flawless as it is

Snowy, glacial and shivering

The creatures hide away from frigidness

Frozen ground with a glitter ray

With crisp snow pave and cover the way

Winter is beautiful, flawless as it is
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This poem is beautiful. It offers a glamorous picture of the four seasons. 

And yet, there is little mention of a perspective. From where is the poet 

speaking of nature’s beauty? What is the historical background? What are 

the emotions attached to these beautiful perceptions of nature? There is 

a lack of individuality in the poem. However beautiful nature is, it is always 

already understood from a particular angle. It is this angle which the 

poem lacks. Without it the poem claims a kind of universal beauty. Nature 

is beautiful, perhaps too beautiful.

The strength of this poem is the descriptive lexis that was employed to 

present the charm of the four seasons. The rhythm is strong, and the 

parameters are well designed. On the other hand, the lines are so well 

designed that they sound to me a bit artificial. After all, a poem should be 

a creative work that comes with inspiration. A strong trace of engineering 

with careful calculation in poetry does not actually make perfection. Life 

is beautiful partly because of its imperfection, and so is creative work. In 

addition, I have difficulty deciphering the intended meaning of the work, 

be it explicit or implicit. It leaves me a “so what” question after reading it, 

after I enjoyed the beautifully written lines. An overemphasis on form may 

not cover up the missing depth that is sought by many readers.
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Theme:
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Plead to 
the Devil

Young Simona 
Tsz Wing
HKUGA College

Beelzebub, come up from Tartarus

Take a good look at us

And at the place we dwell

Is it any different from your empire, hell?

Don’t be such a puss.

You were right all along

to refuse to bow down

to Jesus and God,

Who’re oh so preposterously flawed.

And Adam and Eve,

Why couldn’t it be Adam and Steve?

And oh that apple of terror you gave her

How could you have known would bring revolutions and destroyers?

Ah it’s too late for us to aggrieve.

You thought that we’d use your wisdom for good.

Yet you know you’d take it all back if you could.

Satan, we aren't archangel like you,

We joined your rebellion, and soon we’ll be through.

Now the recourse from the remnants,

is to bring on the Apocalypse.

So come on, Hades, don’t hesitate.

The Four Horsemen are trotting, why delay Fate?

For we are the ones who dug our own graves.

After the End, there will be a new start,

For us to bow and depart.
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This poem starts with a very interesting title, and an interesting point 

of view – I like the idea of trying to see the world from the perspective 

of Satan, which is certainly unusual, and very evocative. As the poem 

moves along (in neat and controlled stanzas), I am not always sure what 

the speaker is so annoyed about - why is the world “oh so preposterously 

flawed”? And how would it be different if it had been “Adam and Steve”? 

The conclusion offered in this poem is, slightly surprisingly (but not 

unreasonably), “to bring on the Apocalypse”, to allow humankind to 

reform and try all over again. Overall, I feel like there is a lot of potential 

here, as demonstrated by the unique perspective and impressive 

expressive vocabulary; but to be really effective as a poem, I want to see 

more clarity in purpose and intention.

This is a good poem with much to its merit. You use interesting language 

and show a really impressive range of wider knowledge in your many 

allusions and references. It would be nice to hear a bit more of your own 

voice. While this reads like a good poem, it could be written by anyone, 

and there is little outside of the central metaphor which relates to you 

or your context. It’s good to use the big metaphors of Adam and Eve, 

etc., but what relevance do these things have to you as a poet? There 

are some nice moments of rhyme and some rhyme breaks which work 

well. Overall, you definitely have potential to make a great poet. Your 

knowledge of wider references is really impressive for this early stage of 

your career. Keep working on your own voice and your poetry to develop 

your talents.
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Theme:
Humankind

Life Cycle

Zhuo Sze Man
Carmel Divine Grace 

Foundation Secondary School

On a peaceful night
The wobbly fluorescent lights wink and whisper to the white walls

Waiting for him as he lies down on a bed of unintended white
He hopefully welcomes this bundle of joy

With fresh dreams and sweet lullabies
The child is born

Painted walls shouldering up high
He soars while his dreams take flight

Branching out into his sky

Sprinkled with pixie dust in the Christmas party merrily
He realised he has a family.

He reaches his beautiful destiny
One day he tells his son

Going back to his splendour of life lessons

You will see things that startle you
You will live a life you're proud of

If you find that you're not
I hope you will have the strength to start all over again

If you find that you're not

You will live a life you're proud of
You will see things that startle you

  Going back to his splendour of life lessons
One day he tells his son

He reaches his beautiful destiny

He realised he has a family
Sprinkled with pixie dust in the Christmas party merrily

Branching out into his sky
He soars while his dreams take flight

Painted walls shouldering up high

The child is born
With fresh dreams and sweet lullabies

He hopefully welcomes this bundle of joy
Waiting for him as he lies down on a bed of unintended white

The wobbly fluorescent lights wink and whisper to the white walls
On a peaceful night
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This poet uses language effectively to create an evocative setting from 

the start. Throughout there is good use of repetition to emphasise key 

messages – both between lines (“you will see” - “you will live”), and 

across the poem (the refrain with “merrily” - “family”) – which also gives 

a feeling of control and order. It took this reader a while to realise that, in 

fact, the whole poem is a mirror-image – this is interesting, and it focuses 

clear attention on the central line “I hope you will have the strength 

to start all over again”. I think the poet has been ambitious to include 

different points of view in the poem - the narrator’s voice, and a “he” (who 

is the father) – and I think it might be worth trying to show the differences 

between these two views more (and perhaps, also, that of the child as 

well). Overall, a very interesting poem, with a very evocative use of the 

form.

An interesting move for the poet to use repetition in this poem to echo 

the title Life Cycle. The use of present tense and the lack of punctuation 

also helps convey a sense that the whole human race is stuck in the loop 

of this life cycle of eternity which has no end and no beginning. Just one 

question, is the subtle hint of biblical allusion to Christmas a projection 

of hope (salvation, from the perspective of mankind) or of conviction 

(sacrifice, from the perspective of Christ)?
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Theme:
Nature

The Beauty 
of Nature

Chan Norah
Marymount Secondary School

Flowers and rivers and fields of green,

Dewdrops on petals with gossamer sheens.

Butterflies flit with delicate wings,

These are a few of my favourite things.

A streaming river, a babbling brook,

Unnamed beauties in each cranny and nook.

The petals of velvet, the leaves of jade,

This is a place where all your worries fade.

Hear the crunching of leaves, beneath your feet,

The smell of fresh air so blissfully sweet.

The whooshing of wind as it glides through your hair,

All the animals living in nature, so gentle and fair.

Cherish the flowers, the grass and the woods,

Treasure our nature, treasure all things good.

Nature is the place where animals roam,

Let's protect nature.  Let's protect our home.
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This piece titled “The Beauty of Nature” gives a warm and pleasant 

atmosphere. It is refreshing to see a poem with more positivity than 

gloomy imagery. The poet could have given more of their perspective 

and view of nature, rather than a mere depiction of the beauty of nature. 

The call for protection of nature in the final stanza seems somewhat weak 

and pale in front of this backdrop. Having said that, I do appreciate the 

artistic quality of the poem in terms of the rhythm and musicality. The 

poet has shown great care and effort in providing bright and blissful 

imagery throughout the poem.

This is a well-written piece of work in terms of language and its poetic 

rhythm. The author presents his or her careful observation of nature 

and the residents in this habitat. The range of lexis employed shows the 

diversity of words the author masters and the great sense-making he or 

she assigns to individual entities in nature. What remains less adequate 

is the conventional structure that has been created -- the poem seems to 

fall prey to the “observation – comments” structure, which is expected 

and thus lacking in a sense of novelty. What’s more, the comments of “Let’s 

protect nature. Let’s protect our home” as the ending line sounds like a 

slogan. It undermines the poetic beauty presented in the earlier lines.
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Theme:
Free Selection

Requiem for a 
Buried Friend

Zhao Ran
King George V School

I buried a friend today,

laid her to rest after I found her lying 

among the grape-scented felt-tip pens

and hopscotch songs that I threw out

from my cupboard during spring

cleaning; didn't weep over the casket

because there was no one left to weep for.

I buried a friend today,

closed her eyes with my fingertips before

I could remember whether they were 

the tawny-flecked brown of chestnuts or

the black of rain-drenched earth; didn't

have anything to say, but I said something

anyway, because it's rude to have nothing

to say except

goodbye. 

I buried a friend today, 

sat by her grave as the rain hammered

the grass flat and thought about how

you could watch the sea for a whole day

and never catch the exact moment the tide

starts rising, how time is an arrow and

sparrows can't go back to being eggs.

I buried a friend today, but when I had to

carve her name on the gravestone,

I realized I'd

forgotten it.

I buried a friend today,

and she buried me too; we planted

forget-me-nots at each other's

graves, then continued on our way;

didn't weep over our caskets because 

the sky did the weeping for us.

(I buried a friend today,

but there was nothing left to bury

because from the moment

that we met, we were

already 

gently leaving each other behind.)
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This poem depic ts the burial of a “fr iend”, which is obviously 

metaphorical, vaguely familiar, and thought-provoking. It could be one’s 

past, good or bad. It could be a relationship, happy or sad. Nonetheless, 

it is gone, and for good. The poetic language used is good. The 

meaningful but implicit ideas are reminiscent but elusive. I like the way 

things are expressed this way in a poem. On the other hand, I regret to 

see the slightly messy organisation, such as those line in the third stanza. 

If that is done on purpose, it does not transpire. To me, it undermines the 

aesthetic value of this work.

The poem is full of subtlety, which makes it one of the strongest entries 

this year. The act of burial can be interpreted in many ways: death of a 

person, loss of memory, denial of an unhappy past, etc. The recurring 

theme of memory is fantastic too. It appears in the forms of flower, friend, 

bird, etc. The use of a personal pronoun in every first line makes the 

poem solemn and confessional. Its energy is focused, penetrating.
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Theme:
Free Selection

The Mirror

Fong Hoi Ching
Heep Yunn School

My eyes fall upon you.
You stare back at me.
My fingers shakily reach for you
As they come intact with your icy cold glass.
My hot tears stream down my cheeks;
And as I stare blankly at you,
You glare back at me.

You tell me the blatant truth - a truth even words cannot speak.
You show me who I am, how I look, how I am;
Is it light I see in my desolate darkness?
Shall you be my guide to brightness?
I tremble before you, I shake, I shiver;
My knees quiver, my eyes desperate.
And you see it all.
You outline my revolting figure -
Of weak, of flabby, of dreary;
You define me, you draw my lines.
But yet, you draw me in;
You see the craving engraved within me.

I revisit you every passing day.
Sometimes in hollow emptiness,
Other times overly-repleted;
But what you tell me is the same -
Reflected in your glass, am I appalling.
Large and heavy, blubber protruding from my limbs;
A reflection certain to regurgitate the gracile.

But you never lie, you never do.
Nor have you ever left me, always standing by my side;
Feeding me with not food but verity.
Your sight pierces through my layers of lard -
Straight to the bone, and bring upon the chill
I wish to feel of the void in my stomach,
As vacant as the crater in me.

For only you shall tell the truth,
And display the bottomless pit of guilt and insatiation
Within me, within anyone, who seeks
Their value in the sight of you.

And only you.

In your eyes, will my reflection ever speak of beauty?
In My eyes, will My reflection ever speak of beauty?
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This is a really impressive achievement. The poem is full of very complex 

and intricate forms of language and images that really work. It’s great 

to see that your English language knowledge is quite so detailed and 

rich. Working with concepts of guilt and insatiableness for example, is 

fascinating. It’s not clear why you have capitalised some letters and not 

others. Try to use techniques like this with a clear purpose, or else keep 

the formatting consistent. There is a nice ambiguity in the poem about 

who is being spoken to and who is speaking, which works well for you. 

You certainly have a creative talent here and I hope you’ll continue writing 

poetry and experimenting with these kinds of writing, as there is certainly 

great potential.

The poem titled “Mirror” begins with a seemingly mundane scenario 

where the narrator touches the mirror. The readers are, however, quickly 

brought to the deeper inner world of the narrator, where there is some 

truth that the narrator does not seem eager to face. The narrator goes on 

to indulge in this morose and mournful mood. Even plain or good days (of 

seeing the mirror) can be seen through a lens of melancholy: “Sometimes 

in hollow emptiness, Other times overly-repleted” I appreciate the choice 

of diction and form that effectively have created this feeling and silent 

tension. I applaud the poet’s effort to achieve the artistic effects in the 

poem.
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The Wolf

Sun Rosie
King George V School

The Wolf

A silhouette against the ground

Striding across its battleground

Watch it as it comes around

Never lost yet never found

A silver streak against the night

A pounce, a kill, with all its might

A piercing call towards the moon

Through the black, ferocious wood

The wolf is a comet, darting by

The wolf is a stalker, sneak and pry

The wolf is the fox of the night sky

The wolf, the wolf with the hunter’s eye

Of the woods it flies, of the moon it sings

It presides over all the forest things

It readies its paw, starts to spring

Soaring across the sky as if on wings

Ferocious in fight

Tenacious in plight

The wolf is a hunter at heart

Never with the night or the woods will it part.
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The first stanza gives a threatening and menacing image to introduce 

the character. Through a series of similes, the poet describes the wolf’s 

stealthiness, swiftness and precision in its actions. I appreciate the 

poet’s effort in crafting the lines that have a nice crispness and accuracy, 

as well as painting a lively image of the wolf. I particularly enjoy the 

lines “Ferocious in fight Tenacious in plight”, which depicts the wolf’s 

fearlessness and mental strength when the situation is difficult. Overall, 

the poem conveys a powerful and strong mood.

The strength of this poem is its natural rhyming scheme that is integrated 

into the meaning of the poem. It reads well with a powerful rhythm that 

could be associated with the very being of wolves. There is very good 

use of language conventions that create great imagery of a hero that is 

ferocious as well as tenacious. The poem as a whole is a metaphor of 

a fighter against all adversaries, which may be of particular importance 

during this Covid-19 situation. I think the author gives us an uplifting 

message to be fearless. The natural affinity of form and meaning in this 

piece of work is commendable.
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Mirage

Chung Josh 
Cheuk Hei
HKUGA College

Mirage     

Walking in the sinister house
Ripped curtains, old paintings and one big dead mouse
I cringed at each creak on the old warped stair
The hallway is dull, dusts floating in the air

Sweat dripping out of my spiky hair
A sign on the wall says “BEWARE”
Rooms are packed with corrupted bodies
Feasted on by a bunch of zombies

A shadow flickered in the corner
A phantom hand on my shoulder
Ghosts kept my legs tight
I’m a rabbit in headlights

I screamed like a banshee
As I saw the mummy
I waved my hand through darkness
Trying my best to be fearless

My heart raced like a runaway train
The grinding of the lift drove me insane
A balloon came out of thin air
Nursery songs with decapitated bears

I see the doll from Annabelle
She teased “Hey Josh, are you well?”
The elevator stopped
As the killer clown mocked

I thrust my fists against his head
His face turned red and sought revenge
I overcame fear and took him down
He lost his balance and crumbled on the ground

I raced to the exit when chased by a leper
It shifted into a werewolf as I was getting closer
It’s claws made a squeal when it scraped the door
I slammed it hard and stumped the floor
Here I am, chained to the bed
Beaten, tortured, scalping my forehead
I’ll never escape this terrible fate
Dancing in flame,
Where my beloved awaits
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A very interesting gothic poem, which mainly focuses on an apparent 

exorcist adventure. What intrigues me most is the twist in its final stanza - 

the ending bears a subtle resemblance to Edgar Allan Poe’s style.

The poem “Mirage” has effectively painted a vivid film-like image, much 

alike something one may see in horror films. The lines read fluidly and 

smoothly. The ending stanza with “Here I am, chained to the bed” is a 

nice twist in the plot that tells the readers the narrator had not managed 

to escape, despite their best efforts. The line “I’ll never escape this 

terrible fate” nails shut the coffin by showing that the narrator has given 

up hope of escaping. I appreciate the choice of diction in general. The 

poet’s efforts have successfully created this very dark story with flashes of 

horrific detail.
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Thoughts 
About Alita

Chan Ainod
HKUGA College

‘Darling! Where are you, my lovely Lilia?’

Exquisitely he ambled out from the luxurious villa

‘What’s up sweetheart?’

Her appearance and her voice

Undeniably stupefying.

Magnificent peachy pink roses in blossom

The peerless beauty stood as if the goddess of Zalem

Charismatic smiles and spell binding faces

Everything seemed flawless

A bit too flawless.

Far in sight, a man behind the bush

Bloodshot covered his eyes, prowled for the ambush

Atrociously targeting his prey

The man, the woman and the little one

Shall die by midnight.

Three days and nights he traced

Blood trickled on his face

20 years he waited, planned and failed

Today is the last shot

For him to attack.

The silvery moon, brilliant full and shining

The right and only timing

Sneaked up the path, the corridor and dorm

Beside the door

Stood the man in black.

“Alas you’ve came, my poor Edo,”

“Suits you my dear, a fine black suit.”

Cackling sounds echoed through the room

Without hesitation he ran

As the shadow rose.
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A wonderful little story here. There are some lines that are so awkwardly 

worded that they break up the rhythm (“peachy pink roses” for example) 

and “what’s up sweetheart” is a little out of place (maybe “yes my 

sweetheart”? would work better with the other lines of dialogue). It would 

have been helpful to introduce “the little one” earlier in some way, but I 

am not sure the character is necessary. You already have two people in 

bliss and love that are about to get murdered. That is enough for tension. 

I love the fact that I know what happens next but still want more of the 

story.

It’s nice to see you make the choice to write a story in this poem – that’s 

not so common in this competition, so I found it very interesting. The first 

three stanzas made dramatic and exciting use of language, as if the story 

was really being brought to life: there is some mystery about the situation 

(which is a good thing), which makes us interested to read on. The rhymes 

help to create a feeling of speed and pace. The last three stanzas are 

more confusing, and the ending does not have the same excitement as 

the opening. Overall, though, there is much to enjoy here.
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Monsters in 
the Bathroom

Wong Annabella 
Chun
Chiu Lut Sau Memorial 

Secondary School

In the bathroom, there lived three monsters.

The first monster was the Sink Monster.

Whenever its eyes are turned loose,

It panics and dreads non-existent abuse.

Then it starts to cry from its nose!

Until its eyes are completely turned close.

Its enormous mouth catches its tears,

And drinks into its throat all its fears.

In the bathroom, there lived three monsters.

The second monster was the Toilet Monster.

Its eyes staring from the toilet lid.

Its gigantic jaws protruded amid.

Sitting above it puts me in torment.

I could be washed away by its mouth's current.

Mum said, "It doesn't eat you.

Instead it takes away your wee and poo."

In the bathroom, there lived three monsters.

The third monster is the Bathtub Monster

Water gushes out from its, not nose, but trunk!

The water flows for a few minutes and I will be sunk.

It holds the water in its huge belly,

On it floats my poor rubber duck, Kelly.

Water drains from its metal bellybutton,

I wonder how it can hold water in its intestine!

There's yet a fourth monster, said Mum.

And that's you, my darling.

You are such a naughty little thing!

You always splash water about,

And wriggle around, making me shout.

However spick and span the bathroom starts out,

You always manage to make it a yucky mess!
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This is a sweet poem, telling the story of a bathroom from the point of 

view of a child (and at the end, their mother too). Each stanza describes 

one of the “monsters” in the bathroom (the sink, the toilet, the bathtub) 

– we might find each one of these weird (and maybe even scary) even

though they are part of everyday life. I am sure many people have

imagined their home in this way, so it is lovely to see it expressed here.

The poem’s form is thoughtfully used – with neat rhyming couplets

giving a light and entertaining feel to the expression. I also enjoyed the

repetition of the first line: it means that the fourth stanza comes as an

interesting surprise. Overall, this is an entertaining poem that I enjoyed

reading – well done.

A fun poem – it builds upon childhood fears and it can successfully 

engage its readers as what is described in this poem is something that 

most of us experienced when we were children. There is a clever use 

of structure to enhance the atmosphere: each time, when the line ‘in 

the bathroom, there are three monsters’ is repeated, the suspsense is 

intensified, not just because a new monster is going to be introduced, 

but also because readers know so well about where they are hiding – the 

sink, the bathtub, the toilet are the exact same things we have in our own 

bathrooms. The twist in the final stanza is a pleasant surprise.  
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In the Hope 
of Another 
Sunrise

Zhou Hanyi
Chinese International School

Dark blue droplets splashing with grace

A gentle breeze brushing against my face

Golden rays breaking through above the ocean

Orange hues seeping over the distant horizon

I wish my life was not so finite

And I could go back to see another twilight

A stagnant smell fills the room

Lilies in the vase yet to bloom

My body weary with pain

Breathing feels likes a strain

Reluctantly I am going away

But at least part of me is here to stay

***

I wish I could see green woodland meadows

A silvery river with pale, slender willows

The crimson petals of a blossoming rose

Fluffy white snow falling onto my nose

I dream about the colours of the rainbow

But darkness is all I ever know

A cornea from a boy brings hope along with sorrow

I wonder what life holds for me tomorrow

Is it fear or anticipation that makes me tremble

The strange feeling nothing can resemble

Slowly I open my eyes

For the first time, I see a beautiful sunrise

***

Let me tell you something

Life is a beautiful thing

We may not always thrive

but hope will always be alive
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A powerful title (it’s the title which got me into reading the poem 

seriously). Is it about a story of a cornea transplant? It's most like reading 

a Project Orbis advert.

There is a point where the author convinces the reader this is a last 

goodbye - and then it turns out that all of this is about a cornea transplant 

and regaining sight. I would tone down the images of death and focus 

more on the loss of sight in the second stanza, especially “reluctantly, I 

am going away”. You want to express the yearning for sight and the fear 

of darkness but if the reader is expecting this to be your last words, the 

restored vision isn’t really as satisfying as it needs to be. If your goal is to 

take the reader to a very dark place and bring them out again, you have 

to bring them all the way out.
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I Want to 
Spend Late 
Nights Like 
Sleeping 
Beauty

Yick Faustina
King George V School

The placid patterns of Cinderella’s face,

tints of pink and pearl-white glass shoes

embellish the familiar ceiling above me.

I gaze at her nightly with dazed, watery

eyes glistening in twilight hours, even when my toes

had barely brushed the end of my bed.

I am furious – the clock’s struck midnight,

Where is my pumpkin carriage to take me home?

Where is my Godmother, to tuck me to bed? No-

I don’t want a Prince Charming to kiss my dried lips

Like my friend Sleeping Beauty in the other castle!

Sadly, there are no Godmothers in my cottage, but

the chirp of birds bickering in their nest,

the screech of wasted Cadillacs from drinks,

the weary whirring of the washing machine, and

the slam of a telephone that hisses in response.

I echo back, huffing in relief as I leave

today’s breath behind, holding

my face tight until Dad comes home

and snatch Death’s scythe to punch it blind

until all that is left in my mind

is to close my eyes,

sink into Mom’s lap,

and murmur,

“Goodnight.”
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The poem “I Want to Spend Late Nights Like Sleeping Beauty” gives a 

modern and whimsical take on the old sleeping beauty motif. I appreciate 

the transformation of these old stories and giving them a different angle 

and different perspective. I think the weaker part is the third stanza, 

where the rhythm was interrupted by the longer lines and prose-like 

sentences. The brisk tempo in the previous stanzas appears to slow down 

from here (or perhaps it is the intended feeling?). The ending stanza reads 

like a stream of consciousness right before the narrator falls asleep, which 

I find appropriate for the poem.

The poem is a fantastic bedtime reverie. It portrays a tension between 

fiction and reality. The yearning for a pumpkin carriage is met with the 

monotonous sound of a washing machine. The goodnight at the end is 

suggestive: will the narrator continue her fantasy? Or does the murmur 

mark the end of it? The ending could be expanded. The portrayal of Mum 

and Dad is somehow incomplete. How is she compared to the desirable 

godmother? Is Dad a symbol of rational thinking?
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#StayHungry 
StayFoolish

Bacani Nathan
The Church of Christ in China 

Tai O Primary School

A lot of times we see successes,

we see glamour in the limelight,

giving us a mirage-like impression of that as it’s so easy to access,

but in fact, we should look through those coming before us in a hindsight,

I see the dragging long shadow of Abraham Lincoln,

and hear the confident voice from Martin Luther King,

and many more...who’ve fought for their lives, and the lives of others, I reckon,

that such agape, is the highest form of love, and wisdom, that one can bring;

Seems we always say that the people in the past are much cleverer

they invented this, discovered that, and so on...

but why can’t we live up to that, to be an equally daring dreamer,

and to attempt something great, even as uncertainties still lie upon.

The founder of Apple Company, Steve Jobs,

ended his Stanford Speech by encouraging the graduates to stay energetic,

to yearn for new knowledge...he believed that’s the way to rise to the top,

and that’s the potential yet to be fully loaded, of nothing sceptic, but poetic;

I too, would stay prepared,

in Steve’s terms, being “hungry” and “foolish”,

and to keep on viewing this world via my little weird lens, to stare...

to make a wish,

that we can all be our best crème de la crème,

especially during times of recession and depression (like now), to 

spearhead an unexpected revamp!
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Some issues with English grammar (“an equally daring dreamer” - should 

be “equally daring dreamers” if you are talking about "we"). I am not sure 

I would put Steve Jobs (a billionaire) in the same category as MLK. They 

may both be inspiring, and they may both have wisdom to hand down to 

us, but MLK was fighting a very different battle.

Using a hashtag as the title of the poem is a good way to capture readers’ 

attention and it is also an appropriate way to give tribute to Steve Jobs. 

The poet has made successful use of rhythm to convey a monologic 

mood, and to emphasise the tone of the dreamers. I do understand what 

Jobs meant when he said ‘stay foolish’ but still, it does not sound very 

appropriate to refer to Martin Luther King’s dream as a ‘foolish’ one. 
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Winter 
Wonders

Tsang Eric
West Island School

Enshrouded in a blanket of white,

A lone barren tree tastes winter’s smite.

It buckles under the relentless wind

And is whipped by snow, stretched and thinned.

The callous wrath of winter

Reduces the tree to slivers of timber.

In a secret clubhouse atop the skies,

Several clouds play bowling with balls of ice.

“Strike!” one calls, shattering a windowpane;

A cloud contorts as it bowls down the lane.

Mischievous clouds send hail pelting down;

Chaos can be seen for miles around.

Don’t miss out on this extraordinary deal -

Get a winter’s quill for free! What a steal!

They’re available at your local eave,

Just go snap off as many as you please!

Hold it and it’ll give off invisible ink;

Just be sure to use it before it shrinks.

Sneak a glance up on a clear winter’s night -

Two loyal dogs’ spirits will be in sight.

Guiding a blind hunter across the sky,

Away from the scorpion who had him die.

Their spirits remain as figures of light;

Alas, they vanish when struck by sunlight.

Blizzards, hail, icicles, constellations

Are unique to the winter duration.

Yet striking as these phenomena are,

The day when they wane will not be far.

Cherish the dynamism they possess

For winter’s grip is withering - a sign of distress.
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This is a very professional and ambitious poem. You are playing around 

with not only language but punctuation and grammar here, which is what 

marks this poem out. There are some great rhymes and half-rhymes which 

build flow and imagery fantastically. One small criticism is that it reads 

as if the poem was written in the 20th century. Remember that poetry 

does not have to take this literary elite tone - you are also able to write in 

your own language to capture the thoughts and feeling of real life. That 

said, you show a real ability to use this literary language which is certainly 

impressive for your age. Some of the breaks and hiccups that you mark 

with dashes and full stops are really arresting and work brilliantly. You are 

clearly a very capable writer with a lot of talent. I encourage you to keep 

writing, reading and improving to achieve your great potential in poetry.

There are images here that I think work really well (icicles as wands for 

example), but there are elements that seem to draw on a mythology 

that is unfamiliar to me, so I am afraid I don’t understand - the “two loyal 

dogs” and the “blind hunter” for example. At least for me they are a bit 

too abstract to really connect with anything familiar. I wonder if they are 

constellations of some kind. I think sleet would work better than hail here 

(hail is ironically a weather phenomenon of the spring and summer, not 

winter).
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On Never 
Giving In, On a 
Better Ground

Abellano Jennifer
The Church of Christ In China 

Tai O Primary School

“I have not disappeared.

The boulevard is full of my steps.

The sky is full of my thinking...” —— “On Disappearing” (Major Jackson)

I was to many, quite invisible,

as I folded myself up,

like a little Bilbo Baggins with the Ring,

so much so that you could never discover my presence, pretty unnoticeable,

but luckily, I had my mate,

he’s with(-in) me, and he’s my faith:

I’ve read prayers, and I have endured...

and I’ve learnt to find a place where I could have a say;

Somehow, life’s not that easy, not a single day,

I mean, who wouldn’t have wanted to live in the Shire of the Hobbington for good?

but challenges came,

and we all couldn’t just walk away,

“At a glance from across the room,

I wear September on my face,

which is eternal, and does not disappear

even if you close your eyes once and for all, simultaneously like two coffins.”

That old eagled sight of steadfastness took me,

I may then take off, to a Wonderland,

whether it’s the Lonely Mountain or the Elvish Land,

I wish there’s a manly voice, like Gandalf’s,

to guide me to the right hand’,

and to fight every challenge laying ahead,

as in temptations or hatred or betrayal...or sorts,

May I be firm enough to resist and restrain, and to remind myself of the goodness in Men.

That’s the mark I wish to tell,

and I hope I can pass the torch of righteousness down,

just as the great stanza carry motes

of a poet’s existence,

and in all our deeds, our souls would entail.
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I love the use of an epigraph at the start, which sets an appropriate tone 

for the rest of the poem. The poem itself makes references to The Lord 

of the Rings and other literature for children – this decision also helps 

us to feel connected with what the poet is saying. However, maybe 

this distracts us from a clear message – the poem’s title shows a clear 

intention and direction, and this does show sometimes in the poem – but 

I think we would want to see a slightly more assertive point. Nonetheless, 

this was an enjoyable poem – well done on your work.

This poem constitutes a good balance of three kinds that I appreciate. 

In terms of form, the author seems to avoid all the conventional rhyming 

schemes strictly and achieves some free expression of ideas. However, 

and interestingly, the poem still reads with a good tempo and pace. 

It does not cause the reader to stutter, allowing a smooth delivery 

of thoughts. In terms of meaning, I also like the less explicit way of 

presenting the main ideas of the poem, which, nevertheless, is still 

detectable and well understood. That’s yet another level of balance that 

has been achieved in this work. A third balance is between the “bad” and 

the “good”. From the helplessness to the goodness of mankind, we feel 

the sadness but look to the light. It is a pleasure to read.
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The Cry of the 
Spoiled Palette

Wu Adrian
King George V School

Emerald, jade and the very first olive branch

A cordial to the verdant lives

But do you?

Leave the zest lime shrivelled

flooded with a murky stormy grey

As if you could hear the helpless wailing in the torrent.

Mustard, butter and the very first brunch

Egg white is glitter under the morning sun

But do you?

Smear a mushy dusty burn

on an unmanageable charcoal canvas

As if you could smell the haze permeating all little things.

Crumbly burgundy-red is reserved in the afterglow

For the orangutan, the very endangered, and the squirrel

But reckless a fan brush you hold, no!

You, an igniting flash, strike scarlet against the foliage and indigo

an honest mistake for a smouldering decade long

As if you see prickly gritty sirens in little heartbroken eyes.

Why, is it you?

Is it in hindsight that you feel sorry for what you’ve done?

Or an ambition to capture the last pure land in the wild?

Dab the scrambled shattered me with utmost care

Damp me with ardour

As if you took an oath of a new journey from frustrated contours.

Because, you have changed.

Splattering from frosty stipples to blobs on rhythmic shores

sprouting rejuvenating hopes on incinerated soil

carpeting Mother Earth with amber, sapphire, and ruby

You know me inside out

You liberate the spectrum of mine.

Or do I a spoiled palette liberate you from fallacies?

The affluence of carbon, the distortion of tweets

and the hypocritical appeal to nature

Sooner, we will be doing better.

Will more of you pay for the pricey new palette?

I believe,

more like you and me.
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This is a really good poem which shows great ambition and skill with 

language. The great strength of the poem is that it pays great attention to 

the senses, imagining colours, smells, tastes, etc., in a very effective way. 

It is almost Proustian in this way, and you should carry on working this kind 

of image into your creative writing in future (indeed, it seems you might 

have a skill for short story writing, so that may be worth a try too). There is 

a little bit of a forced use of complex language at times. Remember that 

you don’t have to show off what you can do and that it is also fine to write 

in your own voice at times, or to use simple accessible language. The last 

stanza is not as powerful as the previous ones, so think carefully about the 

tone you want your poem to end with. Overall this is a wonderful attempt 

which shows great potential, so please keep writing and improving your 

talents.

This is a powerful poem not only because of its rich imagery but also its 

forceful tone. Though the persona is seemingly using sensory imagery 

related to the palette in referring to the affluence of our world, the colours 

are in reality all mashed up – it’s a wake-up call for all of us – are these so 

called advancements actually bringing harm to our planet?
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Hope Amidst 
the Hopeless

Chung King Long 
Jacqueline
The Independent Schools 

Foundation Academy

Staring at the computer in frustration

A student scratches her head

Her mind full of caution

Would classes resume soon without dread?

Studying the results in curiosity

A doctor holds his breath in this plight

Sifting through images of numerosity

Would he see the light?

Counting the only mask that remains

An old man pondering whether to go out

His medication box nearly empty, he complains

How long can he hold out?

Conferring with inter department colleagues

Officers come up with different actions

Surrounded by people who feel melancholy

Would officers’ solution bring satisfaction?

Among the Rock, lies a Lion

Turmoil and peace, year after year

The Lion rests there in silence

No typhoon nor wildfire seems severe.

Humming and roaring from within

Watching the chaotic world, without fear

Gazing at the stars, with a grin

He knows the Sunset is near.
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The poem is highly relevant to the difficult times of the current pandemic. 

It portrays the lives of students, doctors, the elderly and officers. The 

question marks at the end of each stanza suggest that the pandemic has 

brought to them a strong sense of dread or anxiety. Such a tumultuous 

mood is contrasted with the calmness of Lion Rock, a landmark in the city 

of Hong Kong. The image of a lion roaring from within is extraordinary. 

The sunset in the last line suggests perhaps the end of the pandemic. 

Does it mean that the city will return to normal? Is the lion’s smile sincere 

or ironic? Could we say that the humans are being laughed at from the 

perspective of the lion?

This is a great poem which is formatted well and consistently. You have 

great ideas and you are able to express them well in creative poetic 

language. I like the sense that your poem engages with contemporary 

lived experience at the time of your writing, which is great to see. The 

images are nice, especially the one about ‘an old man pondering whether 

to go out”, which really creates an image in the mind of the reader. The 

metaphor of the lion is a bit less clear, but you still show good writing 

skill across the stanzas. Sometimes the rhyme is a bit forced. If there is 

no rhyme that works for you, you should feel free not to use rhyme rather 

than forcing a rhyme into the line. Overall, you should be really pleased 

with this excellent poem.
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Stuffed Bunny

Man Aliysa
HKUGA College

Alone in the pitch-black corner of my bedroom,
Under the covers, crying my heart out.
With the bunny that never left me
Since I was still in my mother’s womb

Stitched on patches with fur white as snow.
Buttons for eyes and a straight striped skirt.
Soothingly soft, and gives comforting cuddles.
Yes, she’s the bunny I love and know.

With a blink of an eye
Fourteen years has gone by.
And there wasn’t one day,
She wasn’t by my side.

Everyone knows growing up is a part of life
Friends, feelings, maturity and all.
But it was only my feelings that grew
For the one I crave to be his wife.

Golden locks that shimmer under sunlight,
Emerald eyes that melted my heart.
His cheeky smirk so breath-taking,
I was convinced he was my silver-armoured knight.

But I’ll always be right behind him
A meter away, a minute too late.
I can’t just let someone else win the game,
I might catch up if they lose a limb.

Even with no competition,
My love for him got no reciprocation.
I glanced at the bunny across the room,
It was only she who gave me recognition.

I had no other options, no other route,
But to snatch away his heart
The same way his eyes stole mine
No matter what, I’d get my hands on this forbidden fruit.

With the speed of light,
His chest blossomed with roses,
The warmth flooded till it cooled.
The fear on his face was such a sight.

I sat under the starlight,
Steady stitching and stuffing till it’s just right.
I snuggled and cuddled her beating heart,
Knowing my love still exists and kissed her goodnight.
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This poem is comparatively weak since it is placed under the open 

section. It describes a 14-year-old kid’s love for his or her toy, a bunny, but 

the feeling is a bit weird. First of all, the “I” seems over possessive of the 

bunny, even though “there is no competition” as the writer claims, which 

sounds uncomfortable. Second, the language is not particularly beautiful 

or meaningful. I have difficulty continuing reading. Third, I am not sure 

what the author intends to say beyond his or her craving for this toy. 

Everything is too simplistic, too strong, and too plain.

So, this poem does a few things really well: it starts with a sense of 

heartbreak and unrequited love (which most of us will feel at some point), 

and then it gets dark and obsessive (and a bit creepy). The whole time 

it maintains the image of the stuffed rabbit with the links to childhood; 

the person is unwilling to give up something (childhood, a love interest). 

The reader barely notices the murder (she killed him right?), so the whole 

time it really wasn’t about him, it was about her and even though you 

know she’s crazy it ends with a strange calmness. If I could make one 

suggestion it would be “before I left my mother’s womb” not “since I was 

still in my mother’s womb” in the first stanza.
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To My Dearest

Lui On Hang Anice
Maryknoll Convent School 

(Secondary Section)

Oft times have I stood afar

Perched in the twilit cove

Where your halo’s sheen could never stir

In abiding wait

For a fool’s delusions

Longings unattained

I loathe your laughter, and yearn for it

I abhor your cry, and envy it

And it perplexes, confounds me so,

And comforts alike,

That you would not tread upon my path

(The first steps perhaps, yet

When roads diverge you would board that which I have never pondered taking)

That you would come of age on a stage unlike mine

That I, too, am a player within this improvised act, this

Prologue to your legacy

How I wish for you all gifts from on high

For numbed heels to emerge from the abyss

To walk before you in poised assurance

To keep you intact from the maelstrom’s strife

And company in your sleepless nights

Yet, for impotence mine, that I know not

But to revel in my shrivelled rhymes

As you flourish into a Sun

My Child,

I can see you now

(Though you have yet to wean)

With steps to pave your epoch’s path

With words to touch a myriad minds

With songs to last in history

And ring

In a world your humble hands shall forge

Where children heed your name

My incandescent Dearest

Scintillant amid the truculent hail

Enkindling the world I dreamed to blaze

Before you intruded

And stole the life I knew away

As still, and still I lay

Perched in my twilit cove
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In some ways this is an impressive poem – I am particularly interested in 

the way you have attempted to describe complex feelings and emotions 

as in the paradoxes of the second stanza. Throughout the poem, there is 

also a very ambitious use of vocabulary, which is sometimes very powerful 

(the phrase ‘poised assurance’ stands out), but also can sometimes be 

needlessly confusing (for example, in the first stanza). The poem uses a 

range of techniques from stanza to stanza, yet I cannot always see the 

connection and development. Overall, then, this is certainly an interesting 

poem to read, even though it is sometimes more obscure than it ought to 

be.

The poem titled “To My Dearest” is a letter from the narrator to their 

child. The stanzas create soft imagery, where the narrator counts the ways 

they love the child, while expressing their own angst and fear. The choice 

of diction is appropriate for the poem and one can see the effort of the 

poet to transform dull and regular sentences into the poem. This creates 

the whispering quality of the monologue, where readers can imagine that 

this is a whisper to the child while they’re asleep. Overall, I find the piece 

gentle but full of genuine emotion.
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End.

Sacheti Chandni
King George V School

Hello and goodbye,

A greet and a leave,

First glimpse and last glance,

- the paradox as dark as itself,

Death.

It can envelop you in a shrouding embrace

And post you off to heaven or hell,

Or strangle you with its destined fingers

Leaving nothing but a splash of memories.

No one Leaves Unnoticed.

No matter how rich or how poor,

The rain descends upon everyone

Whether you bought an umbrella or not,

It won’t pause for you

Whether a light pitter-patter or a galvanizing gush

It washes over everyone...

No matter how beautiful or how ugly,

The face of the virus has no eyes

Wear anything: concealer or a frown

One simple touch and it spreads to you...

No matter how intelligent or how doltish,

Change is unchangeable

Like an unwanted gift

or a yearned trap,

No one can escape the inevitable…

No matter who you are,

what you are-

Death greets

Everyone.
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The poem expresses fear and anxiety in face of the Coronavirus. It seems 

that the virus is pervasive and there is nowhere to hide. Little has been 

said about the hopeful side when one catches the virus. It is true that 

death is a possible outcome for everyone, but it is also important to 

reflect on how humans should respond to death. By putting death at the 

center, the poem runs the risk of overlooking individual responses. The 

rain metaphor is debatable, as there are many different ways to avoid 

the rain. I suggest focusing on the virus and not rushing towards the 

association with death. Death seems to foreclose the imagination in this 

poem.

This poem has many positive aspects. It expresses a familiar theme in 

language that is often simple but highly effective – the wistful opening 

stanza establishes a tone that is kept throughout the poem. When 

you do use more elaborate language, it is still effective – for death to 

“envelop you in a shrouding embrace”, for example, is a threatening and 

powerful idea. I also like how you bring this big theme into more everyday 

language: we are all subject to death “Whether you bought an umbrella 

or not”. Overall, while each stanza considers the topic from a slightly 

different angle, my feeling is that these ideas do not add up to a bigger 

idea; perhaps it would be helpful to find a slightly more specific focus 

from the very start. Nonetheless, this was an enjoyable poem to read, well 

done.
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Losing the 
Present

Eyunni Gayathri
West Island School

When my eyes are closed,
How far can I see,
Will light come to lead me,
Or leave darkness for me,

Thousands of images,
Come and go too fast,
Before I can greet them,
They are one with the past.

But nothing ever stops,
For more than a second,
‘Just stay for a while’,
I hoped and beckoned.

I tried and tried,
But to no avail,
I could only bid goodbye,
And watch the images sail.

So I tried to go back,
And see what has passed,
But the gate was locked,
How long would this last?

To see what came after,
I tried to dwell deeper,
Look for a hint as to see,
Who is the secrets keeper.

I was told to wait,
But I pleaded for a clue,
To find out if the outcome was fine,
For others around me too.

As I sat there, I worried,
About what the next image would bring,
I was useless despite the images,
Like a bird with just one wing.

The images became blurry,
And soon I was dazed and lost,
The images stopped abruptly,
My thoughts turned and tossed.

Suddenly I stopped and realised that,
I would lose the images in front of me,
For if I only worried about the past and future,
There would be no present left to see.
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The simplicity in structure and the light-heartedness of the tone of this 

poem create a sharp contrast with its solemn message and pessimistic 

ending.

This poem appears to be an ordinary piece of work asking for a focus 

on the present but not the past or future. The general idea is clear. The 

tempo and rhythm are not bad. The language convention is fine. All these 

aspects seem good, but they are also the problem. That is, everything is 

average; there is not much that shines. We are always looking for a sparkle 

in a poem, either written creatively in ideas or in the form of expression. 

Unfortunately, the idea in this poem is good but also conventional. The 

form is ok but traditional too. The lack of novelty is the major problem in 

this work.
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Daydreaming

Chung Ho Lai Lukas
Baptist (Sha Tin Wai) Lui Ming 

Choi Primary School

Soon,

Virtual characters may become true.

Cartoon stories may come to live, inviting me to the moon.

The world may not be the way we rule.

Monday,

Doraemon sneaks in my room,

looking for me to join a feast.

Anywhere Door brings us to the gourmet hill.

Drooling, smacking, YUMMM,

Deep fried chicken in grilled shredded cheese.

Tuesday,

Gundam takes me to space,

Speedily zooming like a shooting star.

It takes me a second with a whirrrrr.

To Neptune, Jupiter, Saturn and Mercury,

the Milky Way is formed by stars so shiny,

the infinite cosmos here I come.

Wednesday,

Meeting Totoro on the giant oak tree,

bouncing on his big tummy,

while singing ABC.

And Thursday…Ouch!

“No more thinking about the future!”

shouted my angrily mad tutor,

lacking a great sense of humour.

English homework number three

“What do you want to be?”

Watching the news that goes

Burglary, forgery and overdose...

Will it be better in the future?

I am still not sure the true picture.
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This is a very nice poem which shows that you have a great deal of 

creative potential. You use some really wonderful expressions here which 

show a real ability with language and a sense of what you can do with 

it. There is serious feeling in the end as well, with the very interesting 

“burglary, forgery and overdose” imagery, which gives the poem a good 

sense of gravity. The form of the poem is not bad - though the Monday-

Tuesday-Wednesday structure is a little simple so there may have been a 

more nuanced way to arrange your stanzas. There are quite a few different 

tones in the poem, with some lines reading very seriously whereas others 

use everyday language ("ouch" and "ummm"). This is fine, but be aware 

when writing of the overall tone of the poem and how you want it to be 

read. To get this right, read it out loud many times. On the whole, well 

done on a great poem. Keep writing and keep improving, because you 

definitely have the ability to craft a great poet.

The dream involves some classical childhood memories, such as 

Doraemon, Gundam and Totoro. The poet should lend more uniqueness 

to these figures. They should be complete characters themselves, instead 

of just being robots that satiate desires. The poet could use a tidier and 

organized form in terms of number of lines in each stanza and the rhymes. 

The poem tends to suggest that the news is full of negative events, which 

is not fully developed. Will it be better? In which aspect?
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Silly Worm

Rajpurohit Rixita
Hong Kong Adventist Academy

I saw a little kid chatting in a dorm.
Chatting about a little brown silly worm.

It was so silly that it whipped itself,
While sitting on a huge brown shelf.

It looked at me like I was an ugly grumpy monster
But actually it was looking at a yummy! Bread toaster.

I stared at it like a crazy little champ
And it gave me a brain cramp

I ran out of that crazy big dorm
Thinking of that small brown worm.

I was heading to my dorm as I accompanied with a rat
It was eating its cheese on an enormous ugly cat

I was so tired of greeting these ugly, weird, crazy, silly.
So I went to my dorm and ate chocolates full of caramels.

When I was heading to my bed, I tripped over a cat
I shouted, and she ran and there she sat on my fluffy hat

In the morning that cat sounded like a rat it was freaking me out
I felt something weird while sleeping OMG! It is a snout. There was a pig standing on my

bed with his dirty feet
I screamed and said go and play in the street

I was frustrated and crashed everything on the floor
And thought now I have many chores.

Enough I need to get out of here!
I ran out of the door in a little fear.

I saw a monkey who had a knife
He was carrying it like it is his wife

Soon I saw a giraffe eating banana tree.
I greeted some chimpanzees who were shouting on three!

I saw a flamingo eating shrimp in mud
And glimpsed at a red panda who was staring at a bud

I got tired so I went to a shop there was a bird as a waiter
The bird said curiously it will open later.

I felt I was dreaming so I pinched myself
The clouds were heavy, so it soon rains itself

I saw a stubborn cow fighting with a bull
And a duck shivering in the water because water was cool!

I was so thirsty, so I drank some water from river
The water was so cold that I was in a strange shiver.

Nearby I saw a haunted house
When I opened the door, I saw some crows

And there was a jacket near the door I wore and feel little warm.
That was a silly and adventurous dream my mom informs
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This poem is supposed to express a surreal dream that gets increasingly 

bizarre - but it uses the form of a children’s story and so the levels 

of increasing weirdness are actually predictable. There are also odd 

grammatical issues (“giraffe eating banana tree” should be “trees” or “a 

banana tree”; “water from river” should be “water from a river”), even 

if the poem is surreal and even with poetic license these things feel like 

mistakes.

This is a slightly strange poem, that aims to tell a fun story about the 

animals encountered by a child. The pace is extremely rapid – many 

different animals are featured, each of which is linked in quick succession. 

The choice of rhyming couplets throughout the poem adds to this pace, 

although this sometimes means you have been forced to make unnatural 

decisions about rhyme-words (“monster” - “toaster” is one example that 

doesn’t work so well). Overall, although there is a lot to like about this 

poem, I struggled to enjoy it as much as I wanted to: this is because the 

individual stories are too brief to imagine vividly.
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Dandelion

Ma Camille Qiu
The Independent Schools 

Foundation Academy

Warm wind blows,

Small saplings grows.

Pink petals fly,

They touch clouds up so high.

A lone dandelion lies,

Looking up to the skies.

Wondering, is life in sight

For a weed,

Humble, dull and miserable?

But to the dandelion’s surprise,

Roses were picked for delight,

Lilies plucked to its demise,

Weak beauty won’t survive,

Among the green, dandelions are alive.

Slowly, the dandelion blooms,

Seeds, light as feathers,

Drifting away into the future,

A farewell, a departure,

A dandelion’s nature.
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This is a good poem with lots to its merit. The image of the flower is a 

very interesting one which you develop throughout the poem consistently 

so that your reader stays focused on this one topic. There is some nice 

language use and some interesting rhymes and half-rhymes which show 

your skill and help the flow of the poem. It’s not really clear what you are 

using this image of the flower to show and explore. Is it a metaphor for 

something, or just a nice image of a flower? This might be something to 

think about. The phrase “drifting away into the future” is a powerful one 

indeed - well done. Overall, it’s clear that you possess a significant talent 

here for your age so you should really keep writing and reading poetry to 

see where your talent takes you.

Generally, this work is well written, but it, unfortunately, does not stand 

out. This work reminds me of the story of the Ugly Duckling, but this 

time the hero is a dandelion. It is another version of “every cloud has a 

silver lining”. On the whole, the message intended is conventional, if not 

clichéd. What is more impressive is the language and form. The author 

nails it when it comes to writing at both the lexical and sentence levels. 

The poetic mechanisms, such as the rhyming scheme and the discourse 

coherence, are well in place. It will be a pleasure to read, but there is 

not much to ponder upon if you are familiar with this type of fairy tale or 

proverb.
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Theme:
Humankind

Destruction

Ting Anna
Baptist (Sha Tin Wai) Lui Ming 

Choi Primary School

Humankind, mankind

The race with brilliant minds.

Have we used our intelligence correctly?

What destruction is to blame humanity?

Deforestation - the devilish plot of men.

Burning down even the foxes' den.

Gather people to plant more trees.

For which are the homes of monkeys and bees.

Go paperless and recycle, don't we all agree?

Stop using paper cups for coffee or tea.

Water pollution - the woeful plot of men.

Fish and corals, are all suffocating.

Plastic straws and bags should never be the trend.

Use less plastic, the earth is expiring.

Factories are spilling oil into the sea.

The ecosystem will die - It's a guarantee.

Air pollution - the abominable plot of men.

Panting, choking, dying - It's just a matter of when.

CO2 from vehicles, the air we are breathing.

Do you ever know your doses of poisoning

Emissions in progress, workers never rest.

This is putting my patience to the test.

Humans have done a great load of destruction.

Shouldn't we all regress to kindergarten education

Losing faith. Is there still the humble humanity

Let's not evolve into living for pure vanity.
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Nature in 
My Eyes

Jor Ching Yin
Canossa School (Hong Kong)

I see nature in front of me.

Selfish human cutting trees,

Just to provide what they need.

Trees are no longer to be seen,

so are birds ‘cause they can’t live.

Naughty fire is always around,

Burning wild animals’ homes down.

Playful typhoon blows everything away,

so humans have nowhere to stay.

Furious stream flushes everything along,

until everything is totally gone.

I hope natures lives are always safe.

Humans, animals, birds and trees.

Fire, air, water and sea.

Listen to me, listen to me.

Humans, humans care for trees,

birds will thank you for meeting their needs.

Fire, Fire, please be kind,

be friends with mountains, flowers and plants.

Air, air, be a good kid,

Someone is hot and needs your wind.

Water, water, you know where to go,

Trees and flowers need you to grow.

This is the nature I want to see.

This is the nature it has to be.

Please, please, listen to me.
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Nature is a babysitter, it takes care of young lives.

Nature is an artist, it draws lots of places.

Forest, river, grassland, mountains are all of its work.

Forest, a green picture from it.

It brings lives for anything,

And gives homes to everything.

River, where the sun is shining brightly.

The fishes are playing happily.

Nature provides water for the animals,

And helps them with what they need.

Grassland, is the best playground for the animals to play.

It is a place for the birds to rest.

The rabbits hop there,

With a snowy white wear.

Mountains stand everywhere like soldiers on the ground.

It gives umbra for the birds,

And feeds them worms.

They become good friends because of nature.

Nature, what a wonderful artist!

Nature, makes beautiful artwork!

And it’s our mother who takes care of what we need.

Poet of the 
School Award

Theme:
Nature

Our Nature

Chan Tsz Yau
Chun Tok School
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When I first picked up ice hockey,

I ran around the rink like a monkey.

The coach yelled, "You! Be the goalie!"

At the net, I stood like a foolie.

Holding a five-foot hockey sticks,

transformed into Johnathan Quick.

"Nice save!" my teammates cheered.

"You are our best goalie, dear!"

Poet of the 
School Award

Theme:
Humankind

Ice Hockey

Chiu Cameron Elliot
Diocesan Boys' School
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Hopes for 
Nature

Lau King Yu Sophia
Diocesan Girls' Junior School

Nature faces the dreadful times

Of disasters, death, and pain.

Her heart shattered like broken glass,

Yet hopes and dreams seem in vain.

The atrocious Winter beast arrives,

With his formidable power, he strives,

To intensely freeze the kingdom in ice.

Carves hulking sculptures of his ancestors,

With glistening pieces of large glaciers,

Like diamonds dazzling on the Snow Witch’s attire.

After the series of heinous destruction,

The pieces of ice begin to soften.

And as you see carcasses and bones,

Spring shall be time to sit on the throne.

Winter has passed in his sombre majesty,

Having brought us skies of beauty.

As strands of thin light come from the sky,

A blackbird cries as he soars by.

In this time of newness, Spring fills our lungs,

We hear her urging us to run.

Slowly, the deep-slumbered forest awakens.

Hedgehogs and rabbits hop out from their burrows.

On the oak trees, you hear the birds singing,

“ It’s Spring again, it shan’t be mistaken!”

Spring throbs and thumps to her own high rhythm

And composes a symphony for her entire kingdom.

The glorious, golden sunlight shimmers down on the land.

The Kingdom of Nature feasts blithely again.

Nature gains hope and begins to smile,

And stays elated all the while.
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Future

Sweet 
Nightmare

Chan Hei 
Tung Hayden
Good Hope Primary School 

Cum Kindergarten

In my dream, I sauntered into

A world of serenity and light

There was no peril,

Not a single haunting, petrifying night.

Diamonds gleaming on the cobalt mother

Birds and fish playing hide-and-seek

A pod of whales leaping out of the water

Vivid coral blooming shyly.

Green grass unfurled from the ground

And trees grew in embraces

Warm wind twirled gently around

Butterflies lacing through the air.

But as I walked out of the dream

The sky is grey, the air is wet

People argue, voices rising to a scream

And litter grows on the mossy floor.

The city is packed with buildings

And the streets are gasping for air

The ground cracking, the sky sighing

And the streetlights are turning deaf.

(Cont. overleaf)
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The seas are decorated with rubbish

And boats are pimples on their faces

Not a single creature, not even a fish

Can break through the chain of engines.

Far out the icy waters

Lonely whales are being cornered

After speared will they be slaughtered

Till one day, the greedy hunters will be hungry.

Technology has grown all these years

From an infant to a giant

And nature has shrunk in fear

From an ultramarine orb to scattered pieces.

If only humans would not overhunt

Wipe out forests or dump pollutants,

Then the blade of damage would be blunt

And wounds would take time to become scars.

Deep down evolution is human pleasure

Sugar-coated poison drawing billion hearts

An endless nightmare unfolding in nature

Stand up and strive for our foreseeable future.

Poet of the 
School Award

Theme:
Future

Sweet 
Nightmare 
(Cont.)

Chan Hei 
Tung Hayden
Good Hope Primary School 

Cum Kindergarten
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Mr. Corona 
Virus Covid-19

Suen Hoi Ching Malva
Heep Yunn Primary School

Hello! Mr. Covid-19.

Nice to meet you.

How do you do?

Where do you come from?

What a special name! Wants to know more about you.

Kids seems excited without schools,

but nowhere to go, stay at home.

Silent playground, full of loneliness.

No laughter and hapless is knocking on every door.

Hey, Mr. Covid-19, are you kidding?

Parents seems free without work,

but no more income, stay at home.

Busy housework, full of frustration.

No future and misfortune is knocking on every door.

Hey, Mr. Covid-19, are you alright?

Elderly seems comfort with their family members,

but nothing to do, stay at home.

Attacking life, full of panic.

No joyful and death is knocking on every door.

Hey, Mr. Covid-19, are you serious?

I sit in front of the TV.

You are so famous, all channels about you.

Tears for fear, how detestable you are!

Please go away, you are not welcome!

We kneel and pray, hope you will pass away.
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How come a beautiful land sunken in fierce red flare

Million hectares of forest lit up in a brutal glare

Sky turns red, a billion animals dead

Every living creature is filled with dread

Trees crackle as they go ablaze

Frightened kangaroos fleeing to escape

Wildlife losing their habitats

Seeking shelter feeling desperate

In hopes of the wind to cease

Then the spread of flames will decrease

In hopes of the rain to descend

Bringing the bushfires to an end

In hopes of lives to be saved

No more plunging into fiery graves

In hopes of the land to regrow

Homes rebuilt so smiles will glow

Poet of the 
School Award

Theme:
Nature

Bushfires, 
Please Stop!

Lai Wai Kiu Emily
Kowloon Tong School
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Future

Unlimitation, 
Opportunity 
and Hope

Mok Si Kei
Marymount Primary School

When Guilt flows and Pain howls,

Scars burn and Fear prowls.

While Hope withers and perishes,

Stars fade and None flourishes.

Remember my friends, 

That no future ends.

You are like a young and yearning bird,

And even if it may sound absurd,

You will soar one day and fly, 

As high as the boundless sky.

When the Sun rises that day, 

Behold a shining new way.

Paved ahead, fine, responsible, noble and clear,

Blinding baleful ghosts of uncertainty and fear.

May abundant Hope sprout, 

Confidence replaces Doubt.

Glory and Success above,

Disgrace and Failure below.

Thy future destiny and unknown fate, 

Is for thou to discover and create.
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Our Nature

Ho Man Kwan
Pui Ching Primary School

The Earth is a wonderful place

For animals and the human race.

Big oak trees, majestic and tall,

Share their shade generously with all.

But what awaits, only heartless saws,

Destroying forests, forever for all.

The Earth is a wonderful place

For animals and the human race.

Coal and fossil fuels. Two useful twins

Grant us light, technology wins.

But what people do, waste them every day,

Never being treasured, so they flow away.

Look to the north, what’s happening?

The Arctic icebergs are melting!

The Amazon forest is burning!

Koalas and animals are dying!

And now, the climate is changing!

We can’t just sit and do nothing!

The Earth is a wonderful place

For animals and the human race.

But we greedy humans never care

For things mother nature gladly shared

Let’s treasure our home before it’s too late

And make the Earth once more be great.
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Paint a Brand-
New World

Lai Yik Long Jaden
S.K.H. Chai Wan St. 

Michael's Primary School

Rents soaring high

Lands-lacking supply

Nowhere to live

Our earth’s exhausted to give

Living within barriers

Division, strife and borders

Make us ponder about the life ahead

Will the future be bleak, causing us dread?

There’s still hope, there are solutions

Close your eyes, let your mind fly

Let fear not instil hesitations

See beyond your mind’s eye

Floating islands above in airspace

Where children play and roam free

A home no longer a cramped space

Floating caravans nestling above the trees

No more inhaling polluted air

For rocket shoes fly in mid-air!

Travelling and exploring worldwide

Expanding friendships to circle wide!

One day these possibilities won’t just be a dream

Even if impossible they now might seem

Close your eyes and see a brand-new world

Paint a pretty picture and may your dreams be unfurled!
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Four Seasons

Mok Zi Lam
S.K.H. St. James' Primary School

When the ice melts,

the snakes are awakened by the spring bells.

When the field is nurtured by the showers,

the gardens are full of flowers.

When the cloud is angry,

it rains heavily.

When the cloud feels bad,

the rainbow will be so glad.

When the leaves start to rain,

the trees are full of pain.

When the blue sky shines high,

the wind makes our skin dry.

When the wind opens its mouth,

all the birds fly south.

When the Polar Bear dances in the snow,

the snake sleeps in the hole.
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Metamorphosis

Chan Wai Yin
S.K.H. Tsing Yi Estate Ho 

Chak Wan Primary School

OH! Monarch!

From a tiny egg on milk

weed,

To a big clawing

leaf-munching caterpillar.

From a dangling green-gold

chrysalis,

To a stunning flapping

orange butterfly.

How strong and brave to survive and transform!

How strong and brave to 

live and change!

How amazing and strange

is life and growth!
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Mother Nature 
is Annoyed

Wong Shun Hey
Sir Ellis Kadoorie (Sookunpo) 

Primary School

Mother Nature nurtures her children,  

Appoints us wardens of the garden.   

We, her children, are rebellious.    

We build factories, litter the ocean,  

Turn our garden into a greenhouse.   

Mother Nature shows her displeasure,   

Gigantic waves swallow entire towns,   

The rain makes the fields a giant fish tank,  

A tornado sucks up a city     

Like a super-sized vacuum machine,   

Earthquakes slice up lands, a piece of cake,  

The earth bounces like a trampoline,   

Thor’s hammer zaps lightning and thunder,  

For there is no end to her anger.    

You’d better listen and listen well    

Safeguard, Treasure, Otherwise, Perish!
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If I Were 
the Wind

Gao Tracie
St. Charles School

If I were the wind,

I would blow away the sweats,

so people would feel relaxed and do more exercise.

If I were the wind,

I would push windmills,

so people would have power in their flats.

If I were the wind,

I would toss kites in the sky,

so all the children would be happy and play.

If I were the wind,

I would kiss human cheeks,

so humans feel calm and never get mad.
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Down to Earth

Liu Wing Yu 
Alicia Jade
St. Stephen's Girls' 

Primary School

Dear inhabitants from Planet Earth,

This is my last warning for what it’s worth.

All natural habitats

are starting to fade.

The bond of man and Mother Earth

has become fretted and frayed.

Bushfires scorching through day and night,

pain searing through my lands

like a poison snakebite.

Lush thriving crops, lovingly grown,

plagues of greedy locusts

mauled them down to bare bone.

Bright blue expanse turned filthy and grey,

old bottles clog my veins,

dark day after day.

Snowflake crystals growing in Spring.

There’s no telling

what my weather will bring.

Deadly illness running through my soul,

spreading like vermin

- out of control.

Chemical waste pushed down to my core,

landfills overflowing,

I can’t take anymore!

But this is a message filled with love

and with hope.

You can restore this world

to a kaleidoscope

of forest and flora,

of clean blue sea,

of thousands of species.

Please rescue me!
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The Earth of 
My Dream

Chan Zhi Lin
Yaumati Catholic Primary School 

(Hoi Wang Road)

I opened my eyes;

I was in a daze.

“Where am I?”

My thoughts formed a maze.

As I glanced around,

The answer hit me:

Year 3000!

The future, yes, was it!

As I strolled past the city,

I saw cars that fly!

Technology had improved!

They were scraping the sky!

Humans used portals!

Say your destination,

You’re there in seconds!

You need no other info.

Robots did everything!

I was thinking,

“It’s heavenly here!”

Then I read at the rear.

(Cont. overleaf)
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The Earth of 
My Dream 
(Cont.)

Chan Zhi Lin
Yaumati Catholic Primary School 

(Hoi Wang Road)

I saw the ugly side,

The cold, cruel side:

Billions of humans

Suffered and died.

They threw unwanted things

Into the big, blue sea.

Sea creatures were extinct!

I felt sympathy.

With a jolt I screamed.

It all had been a dream!

But everything I had seen

Was real as it had seemed.

Global warming is clear,

It’s a threat, but no one cares …

North and South Poles are disappearing!

To look, no one dares!

Cherish your beloved ones

And Mother Nature.

So please, save the Earth.

Act now for a better future!
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Words from 
a Victim of 
Bullying

Law Chor Yin Chloe
Heep Yunn School

i was lonely
it was not heart-wrenching, nor was it
eternal, eternal
winter; but like a forced haircut
watching bits of myself fall- chop, chop, chop
drifting limp and hapless to the floor

i was lonely
nobody- no, not a soul
reached out to right my three-inches-to-the-left world
i tried to reach them, but they were
so, so cold
to the touch

i was lonely
maybe i was too hot, too bright-eyed, too burning
too out of place for this rectangular, angular world
sit here, they cried, pointing
no, no, they shouted when i spread my legs apart
that’s so unladylike!

i was lonely
maybe i was too much, too little, too strange
too out of place for this bound-envelope world
you laugh so weird, they complain
could you not?
i clamp my mouth shut, and let the string tie me up

i was lonely
they bloomed in clusters and i bloomed alone
oh, oh, they squeal, don’t come near
we can’t share the soil nutrients here
i turn my petals to the sun, hoping to feel some sort of sensation, but
nothing.

i was lonely.
there’s something burning at the back of my throat. an itch, maybe, or an 
allergy. but sometimes the pain is all-consuming and i stop breathing. it’s 
so intense that i lose the feeling in my fingertips. but you’ll be able to fix 
it, right?
it’ll be fine, won’t it? doctor? doctor?

I was lonely!
words lodged inside my trachea fester and
EXPLODE, EXPLODE in a gloriously grotesque mess of BLOOD and 
TEARS and PUS
they gasp and back away
wondering in horror
how they created a MONSTER.
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Hold Fast, 
Hold Dear

Chan Ka Wai
Carmel Divine Grace 

Foundation Secondary School

This is a fierce battleground

Everyone defends the values they hold fast

Some detach their feet and their hearts from this city

Looking at their familiar homeland, ablaze

Some blast tears as greetings

Some hold their breath in fear, bleeding

Some endure excessive violence

Some rip off a memo, with little tolerance

Some trade their blood, sweat and tears

In pursuit of freedom, forgetting even their gear

Some bombard this city into slaughter

Getting their hands on thirty thousand dollars

Some turn this land into a dreadful war

Some look away, refusing to stand this anymore

Some kick and smash and grit their teeth

Some stay awake in the nightmare, clenching their fists

Some forgo their conscience in broad daylight

Some forfeit, under dire pain, their sight

Some take great pains to discern right from wrong

Gaining nothing, yet remaining strong

Some vent their anguish and indignation through force

Under the masks, with the same beliefs they support

Genuine dialogues they long for amid the smoke

Converting the fire of despair into flames of hope

Looking at this desolation scene

This is an ending nobody has foreseen

Perhaps it takes quite a long while

When the wounds and rifts are mended and reconciled

This is a fierce battleground

We all defend the values we hold dear

We attach our feet and hearts to this city

Looking at our familiar homeland, anew
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In Hope 
of Nature

Wong Lok Yee
CUHK FAA Chan Chun 

Ha Secondary School

The koalas are homeless,

The forest has shrunk.

It is Adam’s descendants

Who have done this.

The clownfish are homeless,

The coral has shrunk.

It is Adam’s descendants,

Who have done this.

The penguins are homeless,

The ice has shrunk.

It is Adam’s descendants

Who have done this.

The Earth cries its warning,

But will they heed it?

Will they care?

Not until the seashore crawls

Salty and vengeful,

To their door.
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Seluna’s 
Masterpiece

Fu Cheuk Yiu Tiffany
Hong Kong Baptist University 

Affiliated School Wong Kam Fai 

Secondary and Primary School

On the warm, grassy land lived the Masters of Creation,

Each Master had one masterpiece, except Seluna, who had none.

Desiring greatly to create something cordial and of admiration,

Seluna collected rays of sunshine, then began the fun.

Late at night, Seluna fused the sunshine with a hawthorn leaf,

Added two charcoal pearls shaped just like the bulbous full moon,

Affixed it with the subtle drops of spring water she had retrieved,

Poured it into a bowl and yearned for success soon.

The next morning, she was awakened by the sunlight,

Which shone on the bowl, now broken and bent.

A dainty creature stood on the table, looking at Seluna with delight,

Seluna named it “homo sapiens”, and to the Masters’ homes she went.

The Masters were bewildered of this curious masterpiece,

And made Seluna its guardian, so she thanked them with graciousness.

Intending to let the kind-hearted creature spread more moral values and peace,

She added one more ingredient to the creature, not knowing its maliciousness.

The creature grew and duplicated itself every single day,

Soon there were hundreds of homo sapiens, all looking adorable.

The homo sapiens were benevolent at times, most often when they play,

But acted as barbarous as a beast when they were bored and were truly despicable.

Seluna became aware of this situation and realized her mistake,

She tried to remove their vanity, yet she failed.

Quarrels on their benefits have the homo sapiens started to make,

Soon grew to violation and bloodshed, let alone being assailed.

The homo sapiens split into several countries,

And battled each other ferociously for every few years.

Very soon, Seluna caught them slashing down trees,

And hunting down innocent animals for leisure, leaving the herds in tears.

The Masters blamed Seluna for such exploitation, her thoughts intertwined,

For who knew that the ingredient had torn away so many creatures’ lives?

Yet she knew that the humane qualities were not removed from the creatures’ minds,

And quickly figured the perfect solution that could solve the strife.

“Be grateful and respect Nature, my little creatures,” she pleaded,

“Treat each other with courtesy. Thrive with your utmost honour.

“Your heartfelt obedience to my message is needed,

“And my only wish is for all of you to prosper.”

Did her masterpieces listen to her? Did they gladly obey?

We are the masterpieces, and we will listen to her starting from today.
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Win with Sins

Tam Git Mei
Sacred Heart Canossian College

Shrilling screams shouted by Satan and souls,
Glowing ghouls gliding along with guilt and grim in rows
Thrilling threats tossed with torturous trolls and tolls
And gauntly they grinned with gallant on the gallows.
Oh, since when did humankind step into such filthy sin?

Sulky, senseless souls are kept in a row of violet vases
Vastly yet valedictory wave Sir Lucifer then cast,
And prime sinners of pride then receive a violent bash
Into merciless violet wheels that grind and crush and smash.
Oh, since when did humankind smash into such filthy sin?

Souls of envy soaked and shivered in iciness and coldness
Their wretched faces are painted with wrinkles of green sickness
As I wander along I hear the unfading voice of wrath and anger
Witness the souls being torn bloody apart and disremembered
Oh, since when did humankind soak into such filthy sin?

Souls of sloth sneaked down into a soundless snake pit
Gobbled by wobbling light blue strands of feck and guilt
Mammon mumbled ‘boil the greedy sinners alive’
They then lined up to the boundless yellow oil bowl and dive.
Oh, since when did humankind suspend into such filthy sin?

Miscellany of orange and blue souls starve and crave
They are forced to be fed and glazed as slaves
Punished for the deadliest sins of gluttony and lust
To the deepest abyss of fire and glacier they thrust
Oh, since when did humankind shrink into such filthy sin?

But the seven deadly sins are not deadly in complete
They have flying rainbow colours that are discrete
For mankind is a weak yet miserable race
Attempting those venial sins are never a disgrace.
Oh, is there a chance for humankind to slip away from such filthy sin?

Come on Sloths, awaken and shake the core to gain power
With your gluttony, everything in your path will infallibly devour
Rage with your wrath like an angry, resentful boar
Loud trumpets then bate and beat, reigning at your door.
Oh, with sin yet still humankind can win.

Come on Sloths, crawl out from hell and against the night
Give the sins a deadly fight to seize the lustrous light
Take what’s yours from the rats and snakes that bite
Unspoil your infantile innocence and hope will be in sight.
Oh, with sin is how humankind will win.
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Entitled 
Untitled

Yim Kat Wai
Good Hope School

Wasn't it lovely

When everything's untitled

When birthdays were special

And words were gentle

It was easy to grin

But it isn't

It is the Reign of Terror

When lives no longer matter

And nothing feels better

Than drowning in a river

If you ever set foot in a street,

You'll find it very hard to breathe

Perhaps it is the malice in the air

That forces you to respire with ultra-care

Isn't it 'lovely'

When every skull is entitled

When innocence is bedded in the shadows

And justice is covered by novel morals

And the entitled precludes us from the aspired tomorrow
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The Beauty 
of Nature

Chan Norah
Marymount Secondary School

Flowers and rivers and fields of green,

Dewdrops on petals with gossamer sheens.

Butterflies flit with delicate wings,

These are a few of my favourite things.

A streaming river, a babbling brook,

Unnamed beauties in each cranny and nook.

The petals of velvet, the leaves of jade,

This is a place where all your worries fade.

Hear the crunching of leaves, beneath your feet,

The smell of fresh air so blissfully sweet.

The whooshing of wind as it glides through your hair,

All the animals living in nature, so gentle and fair.

Cherish the flowers, the grass and the woods,

Treasure our nature, treasure all things good.

Nature is the place where animals roam,

Let's protect nature.  Let's protect our home.
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Human in 
Bittersweet

Yu Man Ki
Fung Kai Liu Man Shek Tong 

Secondary School

Arguing with each other

And become a good brother

No discord

Then no concord

Cooperate with each other

Tacit understanding

This humankind

Disharmonious

And harmonious

Being noisy is the beginning

Mutual understanding is the ending

People have sorrow and joy

They part and meet again and again

The moon dims or shines

It waxes and wanes again and again

But humans are beautiful

Each has its own characteristics

As long as we tacit understanding between one another
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Toward 
the Goal

Ho Shing Yan
Sheng Kung Hui Bishop Baker 

Secondary School

Do you have a dream

Do you see a gleam

There is a road layout in front of you

Try and it depends on you

Sun is hiding behind the clouds and disappeared

Clouds are crying and frustrated

Heavy steps are continuously added to me

But I still chasing for who I really want to be

Although it is exhausted to keep running forwards

I will step over the barrier and don’t go backwards

Insist on you insist

The most important is to persist

The future comes into view clear

My heart is already no fear

The door of success is there

Towards the goal and we fight together
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Morality

Lo Tsz Chun
S.K.H. Li Fook Hing 

Secondary School

He, sitting on a tiny boat in the sea

Trapped in the abyss of angst

In the middle of a storm

Losing hope to reach the land

Storm almost rives the boat apart

Oars are about to snap

The storm gets stronger and bigger

The hull is about to crack.

Are you willing to help?
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A Feast of 
Greed?

Law Hei Tung Amy
St. Clare's Girls' School

We are living in a highly materialistic society.

And I wish it wasn't true,

In a money-oriented world,

There is something more valuable

Other than undisputable fame,

Having faith in that

Kindness isn’t something treasurable,

And it’s a complete lie that

We could depend on something else other than the poker chips.

Hope

Is not what pushes you to succeed,

Other people’s recognition

Matters the most.

Your dream, in fact,

Is not important.

Hunting down trophies in high-end stores,

We watch our money burn before our eyes.

Preying on the helpless in casinos,

No different from natural predators,

Everyone's out to plunder,

We are told

That’s how our lives go.

(Read from bottom to top now)
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Depths of 
Nature

Higgins Kirsten
The Evangelical Lutheran Church 

of Hong Kong Yuen Long 

Lutheran Secondary School

Woke up in the morning

Just to hear my parents say,

We’re off to do some hiking

In the splendid Sunny Bay

We hopped onto a ferry

And were met by the blustery wind,

Who soon left in such a hurry

As the bright sun began to grin.

When we reached our destination

We were greeted by the sight

Of birds flying high in coordination

While humming in such delight.

Walking up the rocky trail

Fragrance rushing through my nose,

Just to realise as I twirl

Flowers surround me as I froze.

We walked right up into the deeps of the skies

Where clouds of marshmallows stood before our eyes,

Came near a cliff and was thrilled to see

The wondrous view that was right beneath me.

Small water droplets gave my head a pat

And ruined the mood as the sky turned black,

We ran back down the same exact way

And left as a storm submerged Sunny Bay.

Woke up in the morning

And I didn’t expect,

To be faced with the wonders of nature

And all it possesses.
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#StayHungry 
StayFoolish

Bacani Nathan
The Church of Christ In China 

Tai O Primary School

A lot of times we see successes,

we see glamour in the limelight,

giving us a mirage-like impression of that as it’s so easy to access,

but in fact, we should look through those coming before us in a hindsight,

I see the dragging long shadow of Abraham Lincoln,

and hear the confident voice from Martin Luther King,

and many more...who’ve fought for their lives, and the lives of others, I reckon,

that such agape, is the highest form of love, and wisdom, that one can bring;

Seems we always say that the people in the past are much cleverer

they invented this, discovered that, and so on...

but why can’t we live up to that, to be an equally daring dreamer,

and to attempt something great, even as uncertainties still lie upon.

The founder of Apple Company, Steve Jobs,

ended his Stanford Speech by encouraging the graduates to stay energetic,

to yearn for new knowledge...he believed that’s the way to rise to the top,

and that’s the potential yet to be fully loaded, of nothing sceptic, but poetic;

I too, would stay prepared,

in Steve’s terms, being “hungry” and “foolish”,

and to keep on viewing this world via my little weird lens, to stare...

to make a wish,

that we can all be our best crème de la crème,

especially during times of recession and depression (like now), to 

spearhead an unexpected revamp!
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The Cry of the 
Spoiled Palette

Wu Adrian
King George V School

Emerald, jade and the very first olive branch

A cordial to the verdant lives

But do you?

Leave the zest lime shrivelled

flooded with a murky stormy grey

As if you could hear the helpless wailing in the torrent.

Mustard, butter and the very first brunch

Egg white is glitter under the morning sun

But do you?

Smear a mushy dusty burn

on an unmanageable charcoal canvas

As if you could smell the haze permeating all little things.

Crumbly burgundy-red is reserved in the afterglow

For the orangutan, the very endangered, and the squirrel

But reckless a fan brush you hold, no!

You, an igniting flash, strike scarlet against the foliage and indigo

an honest mistake for a smouldering decade long

As if you see prickly gritty sirens in little heartbroken eyes.

Why, is it you?

Is it in hindsight that you feel sorry for what you’ve done?

Or an ambition to capture the last pure land in the wild?

Dab the scrambled shattered me with utmost care

Damp me with ardour

As if you took an oath of a new journey from frustrated contours.

Because, you have changed.

Splattering from frosty stipples to blobs on rhythmic shores

sprouting rejuvenating hopes on incinerated soil

carpeting Mother Earth with amber, sapphire, and ruby

You know me inside out

You liberate the spectrum of mine.

Or do I a spoiled palette liberate you from fallacies?

The affluence of carbon, the distortion of tweets

and the hypocritical appeal to nature

Sooner, we will be doing better.

Will more of you pay for the pricey new palette?

I believe,

more like you and me.
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To My Dearest

Lui On Hang Anice
Maryknoll Convent School 

(Secondary Section)

Oft times have I stood afar

Perched in the twilit cove

Where your halo’s sheen could never stir

In abiding wait

For a fool’s delusions

Longings unattained

I loathe your laughter, and yearn for it

I abhor your cry, and envy it

And it perplexes, confounds me so,

And comforts alike,

That you would not tread upon my path

(The first steps perhaps, yet

When roads diverge you would board that which I have never pondered taking)

That you would come of age on a stage unlike mine

That I, too, am a player within this improvised act, this

Prologue to your legacy

How I wish for you all gifts from on high

For numbed heels to emerge from the abyss

To walk before you in poised assurance

To keep you intact from the maelstrom’s strife

And company in your sleepless nights

Yet, for impotence mine, that I know not

But to revel in my shrivelled rhymes

As you flourish into a Sun

My Child,

I can see you now

(Though you have yet to wean)

With steps to pave your epoch’s path

With words to touch a myriad minds

With songs to last in history

And ring

In a world your humble hands shall forge

Where children heed your name

My incandescent Dearest

Scintillant amid the truculent hail

Enkindling the world I dreamed to blaze

Before you intruded

And stole the life I knew away

As still, and still I lay

Perched in my twilit cove
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Siren

Ying Tung Avari 
HKUGA College

sharp and sweet as the silver chimes, she sings,

ringing, a-ringing, up the shore.

these are not your gods, and yet, here she is

rising, foaming and euphonic, clinging to the familiarity of lapping waves 

and softly swaying to hymns that

have been torn from harsh memory with the slow procession of time -

honeyed hymns, dreaming of a home long gone;

sweet murmurs of olden song and dance, breathing ma cherie, mon 

amour, ringing, a-ringing.

saltwater stains, and yet, she still gleams with the same sweetness

as the foaming gulls, gliding, flying, free and alive;

as the gulls scream songs of bones piled at the bottom of the ocean floor, 

drifting, drifting, till they are but meagre pieces of driftwood, frothing at 

the mouth, festering in the rot -

the gulls find her bones piled at the bottom of the ocean floor, ringing, 

a-ringing.

a part of her is still there.

a sob, a laugh, a soft click-clack and the whispers and adrift melodies of a 

song.

sometimes she finds herself there again, salt crystallized around her crown 

of murky silver,

sharp smiles. sweet smiles, scales and gills, bubbles rushing all about and 

claws raking down her throat and silvery salt seeping into her skin, she is 

ragged, tainted, decrowned and drowned and oh gods, breathe -

and yet, she sings, sharp and sweet as the silver chimes,

ringing, a-ringing, up the shore.
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School

Cen Xin Yan
Hong Kong Adventist Academy

Ugh, I hate going to school!

School is just not cool

Every day we must wake up early

School is just so cruel

We have to go to the boring class

Where the teacher never lets me pass

I wish I could escape from school

That place with many rats

Don’t ever remind me of teachers

They are the weirdest creatures

All of them don’t make sense

Nice people are only those lady cleaners

I probably failed every subject

The lessons taught are so complex

I really cannot concentrate

And I’ll die when it comes to projects

School is a place with no fun

I really feel bad for students in Grade One

They must go to school for eleven more years

And the Twelfth Graders are almost done
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Silly Worm

Rajpurohit Rixita
Hong Kong Adventist Academy

I saw a little kid chatting in a dorm.
Chatting about a little brown silly worm.

It was so silly that it whipped itself,
While sitting on a huge brown shelf.

It looked at me like I was an ugly grumpy monster
But actually it was looking at a yummy! Bread toaster.

I stared at it like a crazy little champ
And it gave me a brain cramp

I ran out of that crazy big dorm
Thinking of that small brown worm.

I was heading to my dorm as I accompanied with a rat
It was eating its cheese on an enormous ugly cat

I was so tired of greeting these ugly, weird, crazy, silly.
So I went to my dorm and ate chocolates full of caramels.

When I was heading to my bed, I tripped over a cat
I shouted, and she ran and there she sat on my fluffy hat

In the morning that cat sounded like a rat it was freaking me out
I felt something weird while sleeping OMG! It is a snout. There was a pig standing on my

bed with his dirty feet
I screamed and said go and play in the street

I was frustrated and crashed everything on the floor
And thought now I have many chores.

Enough I need to get out of here!
I ran out of the door in a little fear.

I saw a monkey who had a knife
He was carrying it like it is his wife

Soon I saw a giraffe eating banana tree.
I greeted some chimpanzees who were shouting on three!

I saw a flamingo eating shrimp in mud
And glimpsed at a red panda who was staring at a bud

I got tired so I went to a shop there was a bird as a waiter
The bird said curiously it will open later.

I felt I was dreaming so I pinched myself
The clouds were heavy, so it soon rains itself

I saw a stubborn cow fighting with a bull
And a duck shivering in the water because water was cool!

I was so thirsty, so I drank some water from river
The water was so cold that I was in a strange shiver.

Nearby I saw a haunted house
When I opened the door, I saw some crows

And there was a jacket near the door I wore and feel little warm.
That was a silly and adventurous dream my mom informs!
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Put three words

On each line.

Easy if you

Make it rhyme.
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Tse Tsz Sum
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The weather is warm and foggy.

Plants are going to sprout new leaves.

People enjoy the nature gifts.

He is like a new-born baby.

Who is he?

It is hot and sunny.

Fruits are crawling on the tree.

Children are playing in the street.

That child is hopping like a bunny.

Who is he?

It is cool and dry.

Leaves are going to withered but cannot be green.

Children enjoy flying the kites under the sky.

He is as mature as an adult.

Who is he?

It turns freezing and cold.

Due to no one's care.

Trees are going to become bare.

He seems to be old.

Who is he?
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Coronavirus, could you please go away?
I really want to go to school today!
I have already had enough holiday,
I can’t even go to the beach or the bay.

School suspensions are no fun at all,
not even the days I can play football.
I can only paint unicorns at home alone,
I can’t even go buy an ice-cream cone. 

I miss my friends and teachers very much from school.
How I wish I could swim in the school’s swimming pool.
I would love to have PE lessons every day,
so sad we have no choice but to cancel Sports Day.

Mummy is busy looking for surgical masks everywhere.
Daddy still has to commute to work, sometimes in the air.
My sister and I wash our hands often,
hoping the spread of viruses will not happen. 

What other things should we do to keep the viruses away?
Wear a mask all the time wherever you stay. 
Keep distance from people who cough, sneeze and look unwell.
On the bus do not touch directly the button for the bell. 

Don’t rub your eyes to avoid infection. 
Goggles for the eyes are good for protection. 
Cover the toilet lid before flushing. 
Your hands then need proper washing. 

Boosting immunity is very important. 
Exercising daily should never be forgotten.
Eight glasses of water is needed for our bodies.
Don’t forget to eat plenty of veggies.

Step out in the sun whenever possible. 
Having adequate sleep keeps us from trouble. 
Share this information with your family. 
Follow these rules to keep us healthy. 

Fighting a new virus is never easy. 
This keeps all scientists very busy. 
Round the clock they work without known medicine. 
In hopes of inventing a brand-new vaccine. 

Coronavirus, go away! 
You’ll be defeated one day. 
Keep your distance faraway.
Back to school, we shout hurray!
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